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* All holiday prices in this brochure are based on two people sharing a room/cabin, and include flights from the UK, wildlife activities,
accommodation and transfers (except where specified). Prices are correct at time of going to print. *For full details contact our expert 
wildlife team. Dedicated photography tours are indicated by the symbol  
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PHOTOGRAPHY TOURS
We also offer over 70 dedicated small group 
Photography Tours and Workshops to suit all abilities. 
Our collection of holidays has been designed to 
offer the perfect combination of outstanding wildlife 
viewing, exceptional photography opportunities and 
expert tuition. All of our holidays are led by expert 
photographers, most of whom have won awards 
for their photography and/or work as professional 
photographers, and have a wealth of technical 
skills and field experience. For further details see 
our website or request our Photography Tours & 
Workshops Brochure. 

OUR GROUP TOURS 
Travelling as part of a small group can be hugely 
rewarding, allowing you to meet like-minded wildlife 
enthusiasts and benefit from the expertise of a 
naturalist tour leader. We keep groups small for the 
vast majority of our tours – many are limited to just 
six people as we believe small group size is essential 
for maximising good wildlife sightings. Our range of 
group tours also includes our highly popular Festival 
of Wildlife groups, plus classic safari group tours and 
dedicated big cat, bear and whale watching holidays.

TAILOR-MADE HOLIDAYS
In addition to arranging small group tours we excel 
at tailoring holidays which allow you the freedom and 
flexibility to travel how, when and where you want 
to. The vast majority of our small group trips can 
be offered on a private basis, either as small private 
group or on a tailor-made basis for individuals and 
couples. Contact our expert team to create a holiday 
to meet your exact requirements.
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Front cover leopard and snow monkey in Hell's Valley by Sean Weekly.

WELCOME
Welcome to this new release of our Small Group Tours brochure.

With an outstanding new selection of small group tours and 
exclusive voyages for you to choose from, our brochure now 
features a range of over 180 hand-picked wildlife holidays!

The new trips take you to some of the greatest wildlife and 
birdwatching spectacles on Earth! From watching tens of 
thousands of birds descend on Northumberland’s coastline, to 
walking with gorillas in the Congo, discovering Komodo dragons 
in Indonesia, or cruising through pristine polar landscapes in 
search of Arctic wildlife.

On a personal note, I’m delighted to be joining our Festival of Wildlife 
expedition to the Falklands and South Georgia in October 2025. 
On this astonishing voyage we can experience the world’s largest 
penguin colony in the company of an expert team of naturalists, 
photographers and artists. We hope that you can join us. 

In February, I spent a week on our Great Whales of Mexico’s 
Pacific Coast trip in Baja California enjoying exceptional 
encounters with bottlenose dolphins, grey and humpback 
whales. Our Wildlife Team has also been out in the field keeping 
their destination and wildlife knowledge up-to-date. To name 
just a few of their recent recces, they’ve been to India, Zambia, 

Zimbabwe, Japan and Greece. If you need any advice about your 
wildlife travel plans, you’re in safe hands with our informed and 
helpful team.

Wildlife Worldwide is fortunate to have an exceptional network 
of professional wildlife experts at our disposal. It’s the personal 
attention and specialist field knowledge provided by our tour 
leaders, award-winning wildlife photographers, expert naturalists, 
and renowned television broadcasters that make the most  
unforgettable wildlife moments possible.

Demand for wildlife travel is higher than ever, so I warmly suggest 
you secure your place on our trips before they fill up.  

We look forward to welcoming you on your next wildlife holiday. 

 
 

Chris Breen 
Founder
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United Kingdom

F
rom the vast wetlands of the Somerset Levels, to the rugged mountains of the 
Scottish Highlands, the UK provides refuge to a wealth of flora and fauna. Our 
expert-led small group tours are designed for anyone with an interest in the 
natural world and provide the perfect introduction to the UK's remarkable wildlife.

Isle of Mull Wildlife Extravaganza
In the company of our expert leaders we hope to enjoy a 
wealth of bird and mammal life in one of the finest wildlife 
watching destinations in the UK. From the comfort of 
Knock House, in the heart of the 12,000 hectare Benmore 
Estate, we explore by foot, vehicle and boat at the peak 
time for wildlife activity.

8 days from £2,995
Group size: 10-12 with two leaders
Leaders: Nick Baker or Mike Dilger & Alexa Kershaw
21 May & 18 Jun 2023; 9 Jun 2024

8 days from £3,095
Group size: 10-12 with two leaders
Leaders: Nick Garbutt & Alex Hyde (2023), Bret Charman & Sean Weekly (2024)
4 Jun 2023 & 26 May 2024

1 day from £150
Group size: 2-4
Leader: Emma Healey
31 May & 7 Jun 2023; 29 May & 5 & 12 Jun 2024

Pine marten by Emma Healey

Macro Photography Workshop
Macro photography allows you to explore your 
surroundings wherever you are. With subjects ranging 
from fungi, flowers and insects, tour leader Emma Healey 
will teach you how to take interesting photographs from 
a unique perspective whilst developing macro techniques 
during this workshop.

Isle of Mull Wildlife Photography
Join our expert tour leaders on our wildlife photography 
trip to the Isle of Mull where we spend time photographing 
the isle's spectacular wildlife. We begin by exploring the 
Benmore Estate, our base for the next seven nights and 
home to the densest population of white-tailed and golden 
eagles in western Europe. A boat trip to the neighbouring 

Treshnish Isles allows us the opportunity to spend time 
with and photograph at close quarters one of the UK's 
most charismatic seabirds, the puffin, whilst a separate 
full day exclusive charter provides superb opportunities 
to photograph white tailed-sea eagles, harbour and grey 
seals, otters and a variety of other wildlife.
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Norfolk in Early Summer
Our 4-night tour goes in search of Norfolk's most special 
birds, mammals, plants and insects at one of the finest 
times for wildlife in this diverse and beautiful county. Target 
species include bittern, marsh harrier, hobby, little tern, 
stone curlew, Norfolk hawker, swallowtail and fen orchid.

Shiant's Spectacular Puffins
Join photographer Kevin Morgans in the Shiant Isles where 
puffins and seabirds breed in their thousands and the 
surrounding waters are home to a variety of whales and 
dolphins. On this photographic workshop, we develop our 
skills and portfolio whilst enjoying a remote archipelago.

Wild Pembrokeshire
Accompanied by experienced naturalist Barry Embling, 
join us as we enjoy the wildlife and beautiful landscapes of 
Pembrokeshire on this relaxed, yet extensive itinerary. We 
explore mainland Pembrokeshire and its offshore islands to 
take in the very best that this county has to offer.

Whales & Dolphins of the Outer  
Hebrides
Explore one of the best locations in the British Isles for 
whale and dolphin encounters on our privately chartered 
boat. If we're lucky we may see minke, humpback and fin 
whale, alongside Risso's and common dolphins. 

Hampshire Bird Photography Workshop
A fantastic opportunity to practice and improve your 
photographic skills and capture some unique images of 
iconic British birds for your portfolio, including kingfishers 
and a variety of woodland bird species, all from the 
comfort of specialist hides.

Norfolk in Late Summer
Explore the North Norfolk Coast at the peak of wader 
migration and witness the spectacular gathering of red 
knot and other birds at high tide at RSPB Snettisham. All 
along the coast at this excellent time of year there may be 
waders, seabirds and waterfowl.

2 days from £450
Group size: 3-4
Leader: Ben Sutcliffe
6 & 13 Sep 2023

5 days from £995
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Ed Hutchings
5 Jun 2023 & 3 Jun 2024

5 days from £1,345
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Barry Embling
10 & 17 Jul 2023

5 days from £925
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Ed Hutchings
8 Sep 2023 & 16 Sep 2024

5 days from £1,895
Group size: 6-7
Leader: Kevin Morgans
19 Jun 2023 & 17 Jun 2024

7 days from £2,295
Group size: 6-10
Leader: Alexa Kershaw
14 Aug 2023 & 12 Aug 2024

Red Kite & Night Sky Photographic 
Workshop
The Elan Valley in Wales is an International Dark Sky Park 
and the location for this unique workshop. We hope to 
capture excellent images of red kites in flight, bottlenose 
dolphins on the coast and of course the stunning night sky.

Lancashire in Autumn
Autumn is a wonderful time for birdwatching on the 
Lancashire coast and wetlands, as thousands of wildfowl 
and waders migrate through. Some birds merely stop here 
before continuing their southward migration, while others 
make Lancashire's wild places their winter home.

4 days from £1,295
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Sean Weekly
12 Sep & 13 Oct 2023

4 days from £995
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Barry Embling
2 Oct 2023 & 30 Sep 2024
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New Forest Deer Photography 
Workshop 
Our 1-day New Forest deer photography workshop 
provides fantastic opportunities to capture images of 
predominantly red deer, however roe and fallow deer may 
also be seen. This time of year also showcases some 
beautiful autumnal backdrops.

Northumberland in Autumn
Explore the beautiful coastline, islands and the interior  
of Northumberland on this autumn wildlife break.  
Witness thousands of wintering wildfowl and waders 
descend on the shores of this county and enjoy observing 
a variety of other wildlife including grey seal, otter and 
short-eared owl.

Autumn in the Scottish Highlands
The Scottish Highlands are at their most dramatic in 
the autumn with mist lingering in the glens and red deer 
stags roaring in the hills. Migrating waders and geese are 
heading south from their Arctic breeding grounds, while 
golden eagles soar over mountain tops and red grouse call 
on the moors.

Somerset Levels in Winter
The Somerset Levels in winter are alive with birds, 
including recent colonists such as the great egret, and 
conservation success stories such as bittern and common 
crane. Wintering ducks, including teal, shoveler, gadwall, 
pintail and pochard are commonplace on the many lakes 
and pools, with bitterns and bearded tits residing in the 

extensive reedbeds. On stands of wet grassland curlews, 
golden plovers, lapwings, redshanks, snipe and other 
waders are busy feeding. Perhaps the best-known – and 
most remarkable – bird spectacle to be seen on the 
Somerset Levels in winter is the immense flock of starlings 
which roost here, filling the sky with elaborate geometry 
each evening before dropping to the reeds to sleep.

Scotland Winter Wildlife  
Photography
On this 7-night tour to Scotland's Cairngorms  
National Park, we aim to photograph some of Britain's 
most iconic wildlife. We focus on the region's mountain 
hares, red deer and red squirrels, at the height of winter 
amongst inspiring scenery.

Norfolk in Late Winter
Our 3-night Norfolk in Late Winter tour goes in search of 
many of the county's most iconic birds, both along  
the glorious North Norfolk Coast and in the beautiful 
Brecks. Goshawk, hen harrier, merlin, shorelark, snow 
bunting, twite, hawfinch and firecrest are all among  
the possibilities.

Early Spring in the Scottish Highlands
This small group tour explores the Scottish Highlands 
during the magical months of spring. In the company of 
expert naturalist Mike Dilger, we hope to encounter iconic 
species such as crested tit, Scottish crossbill, red squirrel, 
black grouse, red deer and an impressive array of raptors, 
including both of Britain’s eagles.

8 days from £1,845
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Mike Dilger
29 Oct 2023; 9 & 16 Nov 2024

8 days from £2,095
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Kevin Morgans
3 Feb 2024

1 day from £175
Group size: 2-3
Leader: Ben Sutcliffe
20, 23, 24, 27, 30 & 31 Oct 2023

4 days from £695
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Mike Dilger
11 & 14 Jan 2024

4 days from £785
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Ed Hutchings
5 & 8 Mar 2024

8 days from £1,895
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Mike Dilger
24 Mar 2024

5 days from £975
Group size: 4-7
Leader: Martin Kitching
23 Oct 2023

NEW
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“Mike Dilger was a fantastic guide who was very helpful and knowledgeable. Nothing was too much trouble and some 
of the wildlife encounters I had were some of the best moments of my life. Mike also let me borrow his scope and 
showed me how to use it which really enhanced my wildlife watching. Everyone on the trip was excellent and I think the 
group size was perfect.” 

Joe M – Autumn in the Scottish Highlands

Red deer by Bret Charman

Lancashire in Spring
The Lancashire coast, including Morecambe Bay, is of 
international importance as a feeding ground for a quarter 
of a million migrating wading birds, bound for their Arctic 
breeding grounds. Warblers and other migrants are in full 
display, so moors, wetlands and hedgerows are alive with 
song.

Somerset Levels in Spring
Explore the Somerset Levels, one of Britain's most 
rewarding wetlands, on this short break with TV naturalist 
Mike Dilger. Look for booming bitterns, spring migrants 
and breeding birds such as bearded tit, Cetti's warbler, 
water rail, marsh harrier, and even hobbies catching 
dragonflies on the wing.

Suffolk's Coast & Heaths in Late  
Spring
Suffolk offers some of the best birdwatching in England at 
any time of year. In late spring, this beautiful and hugely 
diverse stretch of coastline and the extensive heaths are 
home to an extraordinary range of breeding birds such as 
avocet, bittern, stone curlew and bearded tit.

Wildlife of the Forest of Dean &  
Wye Valley
Enjoy the wildlife and ancient habitats of the Forest of Dean 
and Wye Valley on our leisurely short break to this beautiful 
part of West Gloucestershire. We hope to encounter wild 
boar, hawfinch, pied flycatcher and goshawk in this wildlife 
hotspot.

4 days from £1,200
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Barry Embling
29 Apr 2024

4 days from £795
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Ed Hutchings
16 & 19 May 2024

4 days from £795
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Mike Dilger
2 & 5 May 2024

4 days from £845
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Barry Embling
9 & 12 May 2024
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The Wild Wonders of Skye
Join our small group tour to explore the natural wonders 
of the Isle of Skye. Amongst spectacular scenery we 
search for otters, white-tailed and golden eagles, red deer 
and corncrake, while boat trips offer a chance of whales, 
dolphins, seals and seabirds including puffins, guillemots 
and razorbills.

The Farnes & Northumberland in Early 
Summer
Early summer is a fabulous time for wildlife right across 
the British Isles, but nowhere more so than the rugged 
coastline, the islands and the moors of Northumberland. 
Enjoy unrivalled views of Atlantic puffin, grey seal, roseate 
tern and avocet.

The Shetland Islands with  
Mike Dilger
This unspoiled archipelago is renowned for its huge cliffs 
which serve as coliseums for breeding colonies of seabirds 
and sheltered bays along the rugged coastline that harbour 
seals and otter, whilst offshore marine mammals thrive in 
its pristine waters.

Wild Devon in Summer
Discover the best of Devon's wildlife on this small group 
tour, where beavers, dolphins and cirl buntings are among 
the highlights that can be found. Travelling in mid-summer, 
Devon is full of life with migrant birds feeding their chicks, 
butterflies drifting over Dartmoor hillsides and beavers 
raising kits.

Islay & Jura in Autumn
Famous for its peat-flavoured single malt whisky, Islay 
also offers an excellent opportunity to see a host of wildlife 
amongst glorious scenery. Under the expert guidance 
of naturalist Mike Dilger, we hope to encounter huge 
numbers of geese, waders and a tantalising array of 
raptors.

Skomer's Perfect Puffins
The Welsh island of Skomer off the Pembrokeshire coast 
is home to one of the UK’s largest breeding colonies of 
Atlantic puffins and Manx shearwaters. Join us on this 
3-day trip where there are countless opportunities to 
photograph these seabirds at the height of the breeding 
season.

8 days from £2,995
Group size: 10-12 with two leaders
Leaders: Mike Dilger & local naturalist guide
22 Jun 2024

7 days from £1,595
Group size: 4-7
Leader: Mike Dilger
26 Oct 2024

7 days from £2,995
Group size: 6-7 with two leaders
Leaders: David Lambie & Ian Loyd
8 Jun 2024

4 days from £1,095
Group size: 5-6
Leader: Ian Loyd
1 Jul 2024

3 days from £795
Group size: 5-6 with two leaders
Leaders: Kevin Morgans, Ben Sutcliffe or Sean Weekly
Register your interest

6 days from £1,195
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Martin Kitching
10 & 15 Jun 2024

Festival of British Wildlife
Join our expert team of naturalists, conservationists 
and photographers as we explore the wilderness of the 
Scottish Highlands on our Festival of British Wildlife. With 
exclusive use of the Aigas Field Centre, arguably one of the 
finest institutions of its kind in the UK, we enjoy a plethora 
of wildlife, both on-site and in the surrounding areas. 

Within the estate grounds, we can hope to encounter 
beavers, badgers, pine martens and plenty of red squirrels, 
alongside avian delights such as spotted flycatcher, osprey 
and cuckoo. In the nearby glens we find golden eagle, 
dipper and wood warbler, while the coasts hold three 
species of diver, white-tailed eagles and otters.

8 days from £3,295
Leaders: Nick Baker, Bret Charman, Mike Dilger, Dan Free & Emma Healey
18 May 2024
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“The bear experience at Martinselkonen was surreal and very special, and the wolverine sighting at 
Boreal was brilliant. Rena our tour leader was really good, the owl guide was brilliant and Kari at Boreal 
was also very dedicated and knowledgeable on the local wildlife and area.” 

Robin A – Brown Bear Explorer

Austria: Close-up on Alpine Nature
Led by wildlife photographers Alex Hyde and Nick 
Garbutt, this trip visits the Tyrol in June when the alpine 
meadows are in their full glory. With a spectacular show 
of wildflowers and an array of butterflies and other insects, 
this is the perfect time for wildlife and macro photography.

Whales & Dolphins of the Azores
Situated in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, the Azores offer 
some of the best whale and dolphin watching in Europe. 
During the spring months an astonishing 28 species of 
cetacean can be encountered here including some of the 
largest on Earth, such as fin, sei and blue whale.

Butterflies & Birds of Bulgaria
The mountainous regions in the south of Bulgaria are home 
to one of Europe's richest butterfly faunas. We search for 
exciting rarities and endemics that include Frivaldsky's 
white-banded grayling and Higgins' anomalous blue, and 
we can also expect to enjoy superb views of raptors.

Finland Videography Workshop
Northern Finland's remote boreal forest is home to exciting 
and iconic wildlife, and in the company of filmmaker Neil 
Aldridge this videography workshop spends several days 
filming and photographing brown bear, wolverine, wolf and 
a variety of birdlife in this remote landscape.

8 days from £2,695
Group size: 4-12 with two leaders
Leaders: Nick Garbutt & Alex Hyde
15 Jun 2024

9 days from £1,495
Group size: 4-8 with two leaders
Leaders: Stoyan Beshkov & Assen Ignatov
13 Jun 2024

8 days from £2,695
Group size: 6-10
Leader: Terry Goble
10 May 2024

7 days from £3,095
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Neil Aldridge
3 Jun 2023

Europe

E
urope's coastal waters and areas of protected wilderness offer a wealth of natural 
delights such as dolphins, whales, bears, lynx, and rich avifauna to discerning 
wildlife enthusiasts and birdwatchers. What's more, with these magnificent 
species on our doorstep, you can spend more time in the field.
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Finland: Brown Bear Explorer
Long evenings and early dawns allow incomparable 
opportunities to watch and photograph the wildlife of 
the forest on this small group trip in Finland. Staying at 
purpose-built hides, night vigils with a naturalist guide 
reward you with close-ups of brown bears, wolverines and 
occasionally wolves.

Finland: Boreal Predators Photography
Join us on this remarkable photography tour which 
focuses on Finland's top three predators – brown bear, 
Eurasian wolf and wolverine. Accompanied throughout by 
expert photographer Bret Charman, we make the most 
of the exquisite light of northern Finland’s long summer 
evenings.

Wallcreepers, Black-winged Kites & 
Woodpeckers in France
Our early spring tour to the Dordogne and Vézère Valleys 
goes in search of an exciting range of resident and migrant 
birds. From the comfort of a characterful riverside hotel we 
explore a broad range of habitats in the company of expert 
local naturalist David Simpson.

France: Spring Birds, Orchids & 
Prehistory in Wild Dordogne
A gentle introduction to the rich wildlife and prehistory of 
the Dordogne, this tour offers birds, orchids and prehistory 
in abundance. Resident birds and summer visitors are 
nesting and there's birdsong everywhere. We'll also enjoy 
the area's huge variety of wildflowers.

France: Butterflies, Birds & Wildflowers 
of the Dordogne
This trip concentrates on the superb range of butterflies, 
birds and wildflowers to be found in this beautiful region. 
We explore woodland, scrub and fields for species such 
as crested tit and golden oriole, and some of the 120 
recorded butterfly species.

Crete's Spring Flowers & Birds
We spend a week on Crete – the largest and, to many, 
the most spectacular of the Greek Isles. The geology and 
isolation from the mainland have given this rugged land a 
diverse fusion of flowers, birds and wildlife, and this tour 
operates in spring, one of the best times of year to see 
them.

8 days from £2,195
Group size: 5-12 with two leaders
Leaders: David Simpson & Corine Oosterlee
1 Jun 2024

6 days from £1,895
Group size: 4-10
Leader: Local naturalist guide
12 Jun & 17 Jul 2023; 10 Jun & 8 Jul 2024

5 days from £1,795
Group size: 4-7
Leader: David Simpson
4 Mar 2024

8 days from £1,595
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Barry Embling
14 Apr 2024

6 days from £2,695
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Bret Charman
15 Jun 2023; 17 Jun & 15 Jul 2024

8 days from £2,150
Group size: 5-12 with two leaders
Leaders: David Simpson & Corine Oosterlee
21 Apr 2024

Greece: Pelicans of Lake Kerkini
In recent years Lake Kerkini has emerged as a ‘must-visit’ 
destination for keen photographers, providing outstanding 
opportunities to photograph the region’s Dalmatian pelicans 
against a spectacular backdrop. From the comfort of a 
delightful family-run lakeside guesthouse, we enjoy morning 
and afternoon excursions to photograph the pelicans from 

the shoreline and on private boat trips, all under the expert 
guidance of wildlife photographer Sean Weekly. Travelling 
in the depths of winter, we seek to make the most of the 
morning and late afternoon light, capturing a stunning array 
of atmospheric photos for our portfolio before retiring to the 
guesthouse for a delicious home-cooked meal by the fire.

5 days from £1,745
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Sean Weekly
6, 10 & 14 Jan 2025
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Greece: Lake Kerkini in Spring
During spring, Lake Kerkini is home to an impressive array 
of migratory and nesting birds, as well as some intriguing 
reptiles and amphibians. This in-depth wildlife photography 
tour allows you to add to your personal portfolio with 
memorable images whilst learning new techniques.

Hungary's Rare Mammals
Visiting two beautiful, biodiverse Hungarian protected 
areas, plus one in Slovakia, accompanied by park rangers 
with years of experience monitoring small mammals, this 
exceptional tour offers the chance to see up to 20 species 
of bat, and a number of rodents and shrews.

Iceland: Arctic Fox Photography
Join wildlife photographer Sean Weekly on this 6-night 
trip which has been designed to maximise photographic 
opportunities of Arctic fox in the remote Hornstrandir 
Nature Reserve in Iceland. If the weather co-operates there 
may even be the chance to photograph the northern lights. 

Montenegro: The Unknown Adriatic
An imaginative itinerary visiting Europe's newest nation, 
Montenegro, and one of its most mysterious: Albania. We 
birdwatch amongst the area's rich wetlands, conifer-clad 
mountains and the fjords of the Adriatic coast and islands, 
starting and ending the tour in the walled city of Dubrovnik.

Netherlands: Waders in Friesland
Join us for a summer break in one of Europe's best 
destinations for waders, led by expert Martijn Bot. Great 
numbers of birds, of a superb variety of species, visit the 
reserves along the north Netherlands coast in summer, as 
an essential stopover during their southward migration.

Netherlands: Holland's Winter Birding
Our tour to the best birdwatching locations in the 
Netherlands provides a gentle introduction to the fantastic 
bird diversity and spectacles that can be enjoyed in this 
region during the winter. Join us as we explore the coast 
and local forests.

Norway: Northern Lights & Lapland Birds
Our popular northern lights and wildlife trips go in search 
of many sought-after Siberian specialities at a time of year 
when there's plenty of daylight, but the nights are still 
long enough for a good chance of seeing the spectacular 
northern lights.

5 days from £1,195
Group size: 4-7
Leader: Martijn Bot
17 Aug 2023

7 days from £3,495 
Group size: 4-7
Leader: Ari Latja
14 Mar 2024

5 days from £1,495
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Sean Weekly
13 & 17 May 2024

7 days from £4,150
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Sean Weekly
20 Mar 2024

5 days from £1,400
Group size: 4-7
Leader: Martijn Bot
18 Jan 2024

8 days from £1,895
Group size: 4-8
Leader: Sandor Boldogh
14 Sep 2023 & 15 Sep 2024

9 days from £1,995
Group size: 4-8
Leader: István Bártol
6 Apr 2024

NEW

Poland: Birding in Krakow & the 
Carpathians
Visiting four of south Poland's key birdwatching sites – 
the Pieniny Mountains, the Tatra Mountains, Niepołomice 
Forest and the extensive Zator Fishponds – we hope to 
witness the magic of autumn migration in full swing.

8 days from £1,895
Group size: 4-8
Leader: Andrzej Petryna
2 Sep 2023 & 8 Sep 2024
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European bison by Sean Weekly

Winter Wildlife Photography in Poland
Join acclaimed wildlife photographer Sean Weekly in the 
ancient forest of Białowieza for an extensive photographic 
itinerary in the height of winter. Our aim is to capture 
images of European bison, raptors, wild boar and much 
more in the stunning wintry scenery.

Poland's Winter Wildlife
We explore the Biebrza Marshes and Białowieza Forest in 
search of European bison, wild boar, elk, red deer and, if 
lucky, some of the country's predators. We also look for 
smaller mammals such as otter, beaver, red squirrel, pine 
marten and a variety of wintering bird species.

Poland: Primeval Forests & Marshes
North-eastern Poland boasts some of the wildest, most 
unspoilt forest and freshwater marshland habitats in 
Europe. We visit the ancient forest of Białowieza, and the 
vast Biebrza Marshes for some of the best birdwatching 
and wildlife that the continent has to offer.

7 days from £1,995
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Andrzej Petryna
19 Feb 2024

7 days from £2,395
Group size: 6-7
Leader: Sean Weekly
21 Jan 2024

8 days from £2,195
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Andrzej Petryna
7 May 2024

Butterflies & Moths of Southern Poland
This tour focuses on the rich diversity of butterflies, 
dragonflies and moths which thrive in the mountains of 
southern Poland. We expect to see about 90 species 
of butterfly, including large blue, violet copper, large 
chequered skipper, Apollo and Pallas's fritillary.

9 days from £2,295
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Andrzej Petryna
8 Jul 2024
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Romania: Focus on the Danube Delta
Join one of our wildlife photography experts for a week in 
Romania's Danube Delta, where purpose-built hides offer 
excellent opportunities to photograph everything from 
golden jackals and their cubs to dragonflies, damselflies 
and an impressive array of bird species including European 
bee-eater.

Romania's Wildlife Highlights
Starting in the Carpathian Mountains, we search for 
European brown bear before continuing to Romania's 
other top wildlife destination, the Danube Delta. This 
magnificent wetland area is home to more than 300 
species of birds and an exciting range of mammals, 
including golden jackal and otter.

Spring Birding in Slovakia
This tour takes you to some of Slovakia's most spectacular 
landscapes at the height of spring. The vast coniferous 
forests of the Tatra Mountains and dramatic gorges and 
beech woods of the Slovak Karst are home to owls, 
woodpeckers and eagles, as well as firecrest and other 
sought-after species.

Slovenia: Brown Bear Photography in 
Spring
Visit the lesser-known but wonderfully wildlife-rich nation of 
Slovenia. Our base is in the southern Dinaric Alps region, 
home to a population of over 400 brown bears which we 
observe and photograph in dedicated hides, along with 
expert tuition from wildlife photographer Bret Charman.

Spain: Secret Wilderness of  
Extremadura
Extremadura is the last stronghold for some of Europe's 
most endangered bird species. Join us for a week 
of birding, travelling deep into the heart of this secret 
wilderness to view these scarcities amongst a spectacular 
assemblage of raptors.

Wild Spain
On this small group trip, we spend a whole week on 
the pristine Sierras de Andújar and Cazorla to enjoy 
and admire the wealth of wildlife that they support. Our 
departures are scheduled for the cooler months which are 
perfect for wildlife observation, especially encounters with 
Iberian lynx.

8 days from £1,795
Group size: 5-7
Leader: John Muddeman
26 Sep & 3 Dec 2023

9 days from £4,995
Group size: 5-6
Leader: Sean Weekly
1 Sep 2023 & 18 May 2024

5 days from £1,555
Group size: 4-8
Leader: István Péntek
10 Apr 2024

8 days from £2,395
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
9 Oct 2023; 14 Jan & 13 Oct 2024

8 days from £2,295
Group size: 4-7
Leader: Mihai David
29 May 2024

6 days from £2,595
Group size: 4-8
Leader: Bret Charman
13 May 2024

Spain: Iberian Lynx Quest
Join us in our exploration of some of the wildest and most 
wonderful corners of Andalucía, namely the vast Doñana 
National Park and rugged Andújar Natural Park. Together 
these two areas are the last refuge of the rarest cat in the 
world, the critically endangered Iberian lynx. This trip has 
been designed to maximise our chances of encountering 

this elusive predator, and with the help of expert local 
guides, we've enjoyed some fantastic success in recent 
years. Whilst sighting an Iberian lynx is the primary goal, 
we will of course enjoy the other wildlife of this remarkable 
landscape, with highlights likely to include Spanish imperial 
eagle, mouflon and Eurasian otter.

8 days from £1,895
Group size: 5-12 with two leaders
Leaders: John Muddeman & Sergio Asián
8 & 15 Oct 2023; 14 Jan, 13 & 20 Oct 2024
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African lion by Bret Charman

Africa

A
frica, home of the safari, offers extraordinary wildlife adventures with plentiful 
opportunities to see many of the world's most iconic animals and birds in the 
company of the finest guides. Whether you search for wildlife by vehicle, boat 
or on foot, you can be sure to enjoy a holiday of a lifetime. 

Okavango Photography in Style with  
Neil Aldridge
Join wildlife photographer and filmmaker Neil Aldridge in 
search of the wildlife that floods into the Kalahari with the 
rainwater carried by nearby rivers. Enjoy vehicle safaris, 
mokoro trips and night drives with plenty of photographic 
and video opportunities.

Botswana's Wild Dogs
This 10-day group trip focuses on the fascinating life 
of endangered wild dogs in the Khwai Concession and 
Moremi Game Reserve, as well as providing outstanding 
opportunities to see and photograph a wealth of other 
wildlife that includes lion, leopard, and vast herds of 
elephant.

Best of Botswana
This 2-week trip focuses on the abundant wildlife of 
Moremi Game Reserve, Khwai Concession and Chobe 
National Park, providing outstanding opportunities to 
see and photograph a wealth of Botswana's most iconic 
wildlife including lion, leopard, wild dog and vast herds of 
elephant.

Highlights of Northern Botswana
This group trip incorporates prime wildlife areas, starting 
in the Okavango Delta, one of the ecological wonders of 
the world and home to predators such as lion, hyena, wild 
dog and leopard. Continuing to Chobe National Park, you 
can find one of Africa's highest remaining concentrations 
of wildlife.

12 days from £13,145
Group size: 7-8
Leader: Neil Aldridge
4 Jul 2023

13 days from £5,995
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jun - Oct*

10 days from £5,545
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
8 Jul 2023; 2 & 27 Jul 2024

13 days from £4,595
Group size: Max. 7
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jun - Dec*
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Botswana's Birds & Mammals
Escape to one of Africa's greatest wildlife destinations, 
Botswana, during its lush green season. Explore the 
incredible bird and mammal-rich wetlands, grasslands 
and woodlands of the Moremi Game Reserve and Khwai 
Concession on our immersive and comfortable mobile 
camping safari.

Kalahari to Delta Photo Safari with Neil 
Aldridge
Discover the seldom-seen locations of Kalahari, Nxai Pan 
& Okavango Delta in the company of photographer and 
filmmaker Neil Aldridge. On this trip we witness Africa's 
second-largest migration, as thousands of zebra migrate 
to the heart of Botswana.

Birding Botswana
While most safaris to Botswana focus on charismatic 
mammals, the Okavango is also one of Africa's finest 
regions for birding. This tour visits two of the Delta's best 
sites – Khwai Concession and Moremi Game Reserve – in 
search of a wealth of wetland, woodland and savannah 
birds, including local endemics.

Botswana's Rare Mammals
Visit two of Botswana’s less visited national parks and join 
our small group holiday in Botswana in pursuit of some 
of the region's more difficult to see species, including 
aardvark, brown hyena and aardwolf, alongside such 
iconic species as black-maned lion, cheetah, meerkat and 
huge herds of migrating zebra.

Botswana: Desert to Delta
Combining two of Botswana's finest wilderness areas, 
this exciting trip explores both the Central Kalahari Game 
Reserve and the Okavango Delta. Travelling in an open-
sided safari vehicle and limited to just six participants, this 
trip offers an intimate safari experience in two contrasting, 
but fascinating ecosystems.

Botswana: Okavango Delta Safari
This complete Okavango Delta safari combines the unique 
wilderness experience of fully-serviced mobile camping 
with the comfort of an intimate private lodge. In the 
company of expert guides we explore on foot, by mokoro 
and through game drives, encountering some of the finest 
wildlife on the continent.

Okavango Delta Photo Safari
The Okavango Delta is a photographer's playground and 
on this 12-day trip we explore two of the region's famed 
wildlife locations. A combination of day and night drives 
along with vehicle, walking and mokoro safaris offers a 
wealth of photographic opportunities and a host of images 
to add to our portfolios.

Congo: Africa's Rainforest Wildlife
Discover one of Africa's best kept wildlife secrets on this 
thrilling journey into Odzala National Park. Experience 
the thrill of walking with gorillas, tracking ten species of 
beautiful monkey through untouched forest and admire 
the immense flocks of African grey parrots and forest 
elephants.

12 days from £5,995
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
20 Apr 2024 & 12 Apr 2025

12 days from £8,695
Group size: 10-12 with two leaders
Leaders: Emma Healey & Neil Aldridge 
22 Jun 2024

9 days from £3,940
Group size: 3-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple Departures: Nov - Dec*

11 days from £4,495
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Gabatsholwe 'Disho'
10 Feb 2024

12 days from £8,695
Group size: 8-12 with two leaders
Leaders: Dan Free & Gabatsholwe 'Disho'
15 Jun 2024

11 days from £14,995
Group size: 8-12
Leader: Chris Breen
1 Sep 2024

12 days from £9,995
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Neil Aldridge
26 Jan 2024

12 days from £6,495
Group size: 5-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
30 Mar & 18 May 2024

NEW

NEW
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Ethiopia: A Unique Wonder
Join award-winning environmental photojournalist and 
conservationist Ben Cherry on a trip through three unique 
locations in Ethiopia: the Simien Mountains, Lalibela and 
Bale Mountain National Park, and discover an entirely 
different take on African wildlife photography.

Gambia: West African Birdwatch
Join us for some superb tropical birding – including 
parrots, hornbills, rollers, bee-eaters, sunbirds, kingfishers 
and more than a dozen herons – all just six hours from the 
UK. The Gambia offers a fantastic variety of habitats and 
birds within just a few miles of the Gambia River.

Kenya: Masai Mara Photo Safari
Join wildlife photographer Bret Charman on this 10-day 
tour to Kenya's Masai Mara which has been designed 
to maximise photographic opportunities in this iconic 
wildlife location. There's a particular focus on the region's 
population of big cats, including lion, cheetah and leopard.

Kenya's Birds & Wildlife
We travel from Nairobi National Park to the Masai Mara 
enjoying their superb variety of birds and mammals. 
Highlights include grey-crowned crane, lesser flamingo, and 
some exciting endemic species. We should also see various 
mammals, herds of zebra and wildebeest in the Mara.

Madagascar with Mike Dilger
Madagascar has been enchanting wildlife enthusiasts for 
decades. This mysterious island has been a hive of evolution 
and the result is myriad endemic species. Why not join Mike 
Dilger on this exclusive small group tour and experience the 
amazing endemic wildlife of this unique island?

Madagascar's Rare Mammals
Taking in two of Madagascar's most rewarding and 
contrasting wildlife hotspots, this small group tour focuses 
on a range of rare and special mammals. Led by a local 
wildlife expert we search for the enigmatic fosa, the 
mysterious aye aye and a fantastic range of rare lemurs.

Madagascar: An Island Apart
Take in Madagascar's extraordinary habitats and unique 
wildlife on this photography trip. Travelling with acclaimed 
wildlife photographer, Nick Garbutt, track endangered 
golden-crowned sifakas, gorgeous diademed sifakas and 
colourful chameleons in lush, verdant rainforest.

On the Trail of Elephants
Visit the elephant hotspots of Namibia and Botswana, 
followed by a night at the world-famous Victoria Falls in 
Zimbabwe. Explore a variety of landscapes from desert 
to coast and grassland to wetland, to marvel at Southern 
Africa's beautiful scenery and abundant wildlife.

17 days from £6,850
Group size: 7-10
Leader: Mike Dilger
12 Sep 2024

21 days from £11,450
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Nick Garbutt
5 Nov 2025

15 days from £6,795
Group size: 6-10
Leader: Ben Cherry
8 Feb & 31 Oct 2024

10 days from £6,495
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Bret Charman
22 Jan 2024

15 days from £5,695
Group size: 4-8
Leader: Kenny Andramaronjaka
1 Nov 2024 & 25 Sep 2025

18 days from £4,545
Group size: Max. 12
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jul - Nov*

12 days from £2,485
Group size: 4-8
Leader: Dembo Sonko
3 Nov 2023

13 days from £6,395
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Wilson ole Kasaine
1 Mar 2025

NEW
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Faces of Namibia
Experience all the key areas of this superb country: the 
soaring dunes of Sossusvlei, the dramatic deserts of 
Damaraland, and the prolific wildlife of Etosha. Staying 
largely in private reserves, activities include rhino tracking, 
boat trips and walking - the complete Namibia adventure!

Namibia: A Living Desert
Join Director Nick Joynes on a small group luxury wildlife 
adventure in Namibia, an unforgivingly and unapologetically 
beautiful country that touches your heart like nowhere else. 
Experience a land of remarkable diversity and observe 
wildlife at close quarters amid ancient living landscapes.

Wonders of Namibia: A Photographic 
Safari
Namibia is a country of diverse landscapes and this small 
group photographic safari traverses the iconic landscapes, 
viewing and photographing the incredible resident wildlife 
including elephant, lion, black rhino and leopard.

South Africa: Kalahari Conservation 
Experience
Explore the Kalahari bushveld whilst supporting its 
preservation with a range of conservation-based activities. 
Learn about the intricate ecosystem whilst enjoying 
sightings of wild dog, cheetah, and rarer species.

Rare Mammals of the Eastern Cape
Exploring Kariega Reserve, we aim to photograph some of 
the elusive mammals amongst South Africa's wildlife, such 
as caracal and aardvark. Accompanied by award-winning 
photographer Neil Aldridge, we spend eight nights in this 
pristine swathe of the Eastern Cape.

South Africa: Zimanga – Wildlife & Night 
Sky Photography
Join us on our extensive exploration of Zimanga Private
Game Reserve to enjoy the wildlife and night sky
photography opportunities that it has to offer from
specially-designed hides and game drives.

South Africa's Rare Mammals in Style
Join us as we explore South Africa's largest private game 
reserve, Tswalu. This pristine swathe of the Kalahari is 
famed as one of the best sites for encountering rare 
mammals including pangolin, aardvark, aardwolf, Cape fox 
and brown hyena.

South Africa's Wildlife of Land & Sea
From the southern right whales of Hermanus on the Western 
Cape to the iconic mammals roaming the bushveld, this 
tour offers the perfect combination for experiencing South 
Africa's incredible wealth of wildlife in the company of Wildlife 
Worldwide team member Helen Bryon.

11 days from £6,995
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Neil Aldridge
21 Oct 2023 & 11 Oct 2024

10 days from £11,595
Group size: 7-9
Leader: Helen Bryon
7 & 14 Jun 2024

11 days from £5,395
Group size: Max. 7
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jul - Dec*

18 days from £8,995
Group size: 6
Leader: Emma Healey
14 Sep 2024

10 days from £6,795
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Sean Weekly
1 May & 4 Jul 2024

11 days from £5,995
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Helen Bryon
Aug 2024 - Register your interest

15 days from £10,795
Group size: 7-9
Leader: Nick Joynes
5 Oct 2024

10 days from £3,695
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Helen Bryon
22 Sep 2023; 6 & 13 Sep 2024
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Festival of Wildlife Tanzania
Join us for a Festival of Wildlife to arguably one of Africa’s 
best wildlife watching destinations, the vast plains of 
the Ngorongoro Conservation Area, on the edge of the 
Southern Serengeti. With exclusive use of Ndutu Safari 
Lodge, our base for seven nights, we enjoy a programme 
of morning and afternoon safari drives in search of the 

region’s famed big cats and huge herds of herbivores. 
When not on drives, our expert Festival Team, comprising 
photographers, naturalists and artists alike, will run a series 
of workshops and talks for you to enjoy, helping you to 
develop new skills in your area of interest and celebrate the 
remarkable species on show.

Uganda Wildlife Photo Safari
Join award-winning wildlife photographer Bret Charman 
on this once-in-a-lifetime trip to Uganda. This lush, tropical 
country is one of the finest places in the world to get close 
to primates, including the chimpanzee and mountain 
gorilla, as well as a population of tree-climbing lions and 
the bizarre shoebill.

Uganda's Unforgettable Wildlife
Affectionately known as 'The Pearl of Africa', the small 
country of Uganda is a haven for some of the best wildlife 
on the African continent. Our 14-day small group tour 
heads to the country's finest wildlife locations, each of 
which is home to primates and birdlife that will live long in 
memory.

Zambia: North Luangwa –  
Off the Beaten Track
Spend a week at a beautiful camp in a wild part of 
Zambia's Luangwa Valley. This unspoiled wilderness offers 
an authentic safari experience. Exploring both on foot and 
by vehicle we search for leopard, lion and wild dog as well 
as elephant and more.

Zambia: Classic Luangwa Walking
Zambia is the home of the walking safari, and this 
small group trip along the Mupamadzi River offers the 
quintessential bush experience. Staying in well-equipped 
tents and accompanied by expert safari guides, the trip 
covers three different camps to experience each location's 
unique wildlife.

Zambia: Sacred Combe Safari
This small group trip visits Zambia's sensational South 
Luangwa and North Luangwa National Parks to enjoy 
walking safaris, and is jointly led by author Simon Barnes 
and Wildlife Worldwide Founder Chris Breen. Their shared 
passion for the area and its abundant wildlife guarantee an 
illuminating and fun experience!

Zambia: Classic Kafue Safari
Kafue National Park is one of the last tracts of true 
wilderness in Africa and it offers some of the most 
rewarding wildlife viewing on the continent. On this 
exclusive small group safari we can hopefully enjoy 
countless opportunities to view wildlife and experience the 
varying habitats of Kafue.

11 days from £5,995
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Local naturalist guide
15 Jun, 10 Aug & 7 Oct 2023

13 days from £10,795
Group size: 7-10 with two leaders
Leaders: Simon Barnes & Chris Breen
13 Sep 2023

11 days from £5,995
Leaders: Chris Breen, Bret Charman, Nick Garbutt, Emma Healey, Nick Mackman & Jonathan Truss
9 Apr 2024

13 days from £8,995
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Bret Charman
11 Oct 2023 & 16 Oct 2024

14 days from £8,495
Group size: Max. 6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Aug - Sep*

11 days from £6,195
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Local naturalist guide
27 Oct 2023

14 days from £5,995
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
11 Oct 2023; 21 Feb & 5 Oct 2024
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Zambia's Wild West: Kafue & Liuwa Plain
The west of Zambia is seldom visited by even the most 
seasoned safari travellers. This is Zambia at its most 
untamed, undisturbed and unspoilt. This is as wild as 
Zambia can be! Join us as we try to find the very best 
wildlife that the Wild West has to offer.

Zambia: South Luangwa Photo Safari
Zambia's South Luangwa National Park is a 
photographer's paradise with exquisite light, stunning 
wildlife and some of the best guides in Africa. This 10-day 
tour has been designed specifically to maximise wildlife 
photography opportunities.

Carnivores of South Luangwa
Join researchers from the Zambian Carnivore Programme 
for a behind-the-scenes view of conservation in action in 
South Luangwa, and take part in research into its populations 
of lion, leopard, cheetah and wild dog. The riverside lodge 
accommodation at Nkwali is ideal for wildlife viewing.

Zambia: Easy Birding in South Luangwa
From the comfort of a delightful riverside lodge we spend 
seven nights exploring South Luangwa National Park 
where a host of exciting and exotic birds await, ranging 
from colourful bee-eaters to soaring raptors and a plethora 
of waterbirds.

Zambia: Classic South Luangwa Safari
The South Luangwa National Park is arguably Zambia's 
premier wildlife destination and it has been one of our 
most popular destinations for many-a-year. Join us on this 
classic small group safari where we spend an entire week 
exploring this iconic park.

Zambia: South Luangwa Wildlife  
Art Safari
Hosted by award-winning sculptor Nick Mackman, this 
safari in Zambia's South Luangwa National Park promises 
to inspire a new appreciation of wildlife whilst developing 
your artistic skills in one of Africa's finest wildlife locations.

African Adventure: Zimbabwe, Botswana 
& Namibia
Journey through Zimbabwe, Botswana and Namibia to 
observe southern Africa's iconic wildlife in some of the 
continent's finest national parks, and spending time at the 
magnificent Victoria Falls.

Zimbabwe: Mana Pools - Wild Dogs & 
Elephants Photography
Enjoy close encounters and unrivalled photographic 
opportunities of the wild dogs and bull elephants of Mana 
Pools National Park. Led by wildlife photographer Bret 
Charman, we also visit the majestic Victoria Falls.

10 days from £4,395
Group size: 6-12
Leader: Geoffrey Lungu or Yotam Sakala
8 & 15 Jun 2024

17 days from £5,095
Group size: 12
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Sep - Nov*

11 days from £6,895
Group size: 5-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
3 Nov 2023

11 days from £4,595
Group size: Max. 6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
15 Nov 2023

10 days from £6,995
Group size: 6-10
Leader: Nick Mackman
16 Nov 2024

11 days from £12,120
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Bret Charman
26 Sep 2024

10 days from £4,595
Group size: 5-12 with two leaders
Leaders: Bret Charman, Emma Healey, Ben Sutcliffe  
or Sean Weekly
11 & 18 Nov 2023; 2, 9 & 16 Nov 2024

10 days from £4,195
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Geoffrey Lungu
18 Nov 2023 & 9 Nov 2024
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Asia & Australasia

A
sia, the world's largest continent, is known for its diverse culture, coupled with exciting 
wildlife, from big cats to iconic great apes, as well as its fascinating birdlife in a wide 
range of habitats. Meanwhile Australasia boasts spectacular reefs and unique wildlife 
from wombat to kangaroo, and the vibrant birds of paradise in nearby Papua New Guinea.

Borneo's Rare Mammals
A dedicated small group mammal watching holiday to 
Borneo's rainforests in pursuit of the region's rarest 
mammal species, including the iconic Bornean orangutan, 
Asian elephant, the secretive Malay sun bear and Sunda 
clouded leopard, alongside a fabulous variety of reptiles, 
amphibians and birds.

Wild Borneo
A unique and comprehensive exploration, by day and by 
night, of Borneo's wildlife, including endemic birds and 
mammals and a host of rarely seen nocturnal species. 
Visiting Mount Kinabalu, Deramakot Forest Reserve, the 
Kinabatangan River and Tabin Wildlife Reserve, it offers the 
very best of wild Borneo.

11 days from £5,130
Group size: 4-10
Leader: Local naturalist guide
13 Apr & 5 Sep 2024

14 days from £4,195
Group size: 3-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Apr - Sep*

16 days from £7,295
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Sitti Slihahafarhain Saidin
12 May 2024

Borneo's Orangutans
Combining three different ecolodges, this exciting tour 
seeks to give participants a range of opportunities to 
observe orangutan’s both in the wild and at a rehabilitation 
centre in Sepilok. On small boat trips on the Kinabatangan 
River, we find the bizarre-looking proboscis monkey, 
long-tailed and pig-tailed macaques, grey langurs and, 

with luck, even Bornean pygmy elephants. All of this is 
alongside a rich birdlife that includes magnificent hornbills, 
kingfishers and a variety of raptors. A 4-night stay in 
Danum Valley offers the complete rainforest experience, 
and it’s here that we have perhaps our best chance of 
encountering wild orangutans and Bornean gibbons, two 
of Asia’s most iconic primate species.
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Borneo Rainforest Photography 
Workshop
Join acclaimed photographers Nick Garbutt and Alex Hyde 
to explore Borneo's fascinating habitats and photograph 
the incredible diversity that lives within them. The forests, 
rivers and caves of Sabah provide no end of photographic 
opportunities.

China: Sichuan's Sensational Mammals 
& Birds
This small group tour through the province of Sichuan 
provides opportunities to see some of China's unique and 
rare wildlife. Sichuan is one of the few places where one 
can find red pandas, Pallas's cat, Tibetan fox and golden 
snub nosed monkey.

North-west India's Rare Mammals
Many of India's most-sought mammals inhabit the 
country's north-west. The region is home to rusty-spotted 
cat, desert wildcat, leopard, desert and Indian foxes, 
striped hyena and Indian wolf, plus herbivores including 
blackbuck and Asiatic wild ass. This exceptional tour goes 
in search of them all.

India: Birds & Big Cats
Our 2-week tour takes us to some of India's prime 
locations for birds and tigers including Corbett and 
Ranthambore National Parks, and Bharatpur (also known 
as Keoladeo Ghana) which straddles the north-south avian 
migratory route and is one of the world's finest waterbird 
sanctuaries.

India's Big Cats
With 15 species across its spectacular diversity of 
landscapes – more than any other country – India is the 
undisputed home of cats. This unique tour builds on 
Wildlife Worldwide's decades of success tracking big cats 
in India, taking you in search of snow leopard, Asiatic lion, 
leopard and tiger.

Birds & Tigers in Central India
Travelling from the Chambal River and the famed wetlands 
of Bharatpur, both bird hotspots, to the legendary Taj 
Mahal, and the central Indian national parks of Pench, 
Satpura and Tadoba, we search for exciting mammals and 
birds, including sloth bear, leopard, Asian wild dog, jungle 
cat and tiger.

India: Wild Karnataka
With some of India's least spoiled and most serene 
protected areas, and all of the country's best-loved 
wildlife, including tiger, leopard, Asian wild dog, Indian 
giant squirrel and Asian elephant, the southern state of 
Karnataka is a little-known gem. This small group tour 
visits its finest protected areas.

India's Wild South
India's south is often overlooked in favour of the centre. 
However, it boasts fine reserves, beautiful scenery and key 
species including tiger, leopard, Asian wild dog, sloth bear, 
Asian elephant and gaur. Our tour visits three exceptional 
reserves, and also offers a chance to see rainforest 
endemics.

23 days from £8,995
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
22 Nov 2023 & 2 Jan 2024

11 days from £3,995
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Ashwin HP
7 Jan 2024

19 days from £11,995
Group size: 7-12 with two leaders
Leaders: Nick Garbutt & Alex Hyde
15 Sep 2024

13 days from £5,995
Group size: 4-8
Leader: Ashwin HP
18 Nov 2023

17 days from £5,995
Group size: 4-10
Leader: Anand Sinha
26 Nov 2023

12 days from £3,995
Group size: 6
Leader: Ashwin HP
29 Jan 2024

16 days from £4,995
Group size: 6-8
Leader: John Muddeman or Terry Goble
28 Oct 2023; 30 Mar & 26 Oct 2024

15 days from £4,395
Group size: 6-10
Leader: Durgesh Singh
26 Nov 2023
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India: Ultimate Tiger Safari
Our relaxed two-centre group tour focuses on India's 
most iconic mammal – the magnificent Bengal tiger. We 
spend time in two national parks, offering the best chance 
of sighting tigers: Bandhavgarh, which reputedly has the 
highest density of tigers in India, and then the beautiful 
reserve of Kanha.

India: Nagarhole Photo Safari
Explore one of southern India's finest wildlife locations 
on this dedicated wildlife photography tour to Nagarhole 
National Park where we hope to photograph a stunning 
variety of species including tiger, dhole, leopard, Asian 
elephant and even the beautiful melanistic leopard if we're 
lucky.

India: Searching for Snow Leopards
Led by acclaimed wildlife photographer Nick Garbutt, 
this trip travels to the remote Ulley Valley on a quest for 
snow leopards. Based in a comfortable guesthouse, 
we're accompanied by expert local trackers to maximise 
our chances of seeing and photographing this enigmatic 
mammal.

Indonesia: Raja Ampat's Birds of 
Paradise
Among Indonesia's countless wildlife highlights, birds 
of paradise in the forest and tropical reef fish stand out. 
This remarkable tour combines a 9-night cruise between 
remote islands on a comfortable yacht with a stay at an 
idyllic tropical lodge.

Wildlife of Indonesia with Mike Dilger
The Malay Archipelago is one of the planet’s greatest 
biodiversity hotspots. Join Mike Dilger on this unforgettable 
journey to discover its best wildlife experiences. What 
better way to appreciate Indonesia’s wildlife than by visiting 
three of its most contrasting islands and finishing with an 
exclusive cruise.

Japan's Winter Wildlife
This highlight-packed itinerary reveals Japan's most unique 
and renowned wildlife spectacles during winter - large 
flocks of Steller's sea eagles, dancing Japanese cranes, 
Blakiston's fish owl, and the bizarre sight of Japanese 
macaques bathing in steaming hot springs – creating a 
wildlife extravaganza.

18 days from £9,995
Group size: 6-9
Leader: Nick Garbutt
20 Feb 2025

18 days from £9,995
Group size: 7-9
Leader: Mike Dilger
6 Oct 2025

10 days from £4,395
Group size: 5-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
18 Feb, 3 & 10 Mar & 7 Apr 2024

12 days from £4,395
Group size: 5-12
Leader: Local naturalist guide
8 Feb & 7 Mar 2024

16 days from £10,350
Group size: 10-11
Leader: Terry Goble
19 Nov 2024

11 days from £5,995
Group size: 8-12
Leader: Terry Goble
21 Jan 2024

10 days from £5,895
Group size: 5-6
Leader: Bret Charman
21 Apr 2024

NEW

India: Nagarhole's Tigers, Wild Dogs & Leopards
day, meaning sightings of India's iconic wildlife are rarely 
crowded. Enjoy possible sightings of chital with jungle 
mynas perched on their antlers, giant Indian squirrel, 
stripe-necked mongoose and Asian elephant as well as a 
variety of spectacular birdlife. There's even the possibility 
of encountering sloth bear.

Discover India's unspoilt south with our small group tour 
spending seven nights in Nagarhole National Park. A 
gem when it comes to wildlife, this park offers a fabulous 
array of predators such as tigers, wild dogs and leopards. 
Unlike the parks on Central India's beaten track, Nagarhole 
has a strict limit on the number of vehicles entering each 
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Japan's Winter Wildlife Photography 
Special
Join us as we photograph the finest wildlife that Japan has 
to offer including Steller's sea eagle, Japanese cranes and 
Japanese macaques. By travelling in winter, there are no 
end of wonderful photographic opportunities provided in 
this stunning country.

Mongolia: Cats of Mountain & Steppe
On this unique and innovative tour, based in charming 
traditional ger camps, we explore the Altai mountains 
in the west of Mongolia for snow leopard. Next, from a 
second base outside Hustai in the centre, we search 
rolling steppes for the bizarre, elusive Pallas's cat, steppe 
polecat, argali and more.

Sri Lanka – Off the Beaten Track
Though the enchanting isle of Sri Lanka has long been 
loved by naturalists, many of its national parks still feel 
undiscovered. This unique tour visits only the country's 
quietest parks where, staying in exclusive camps, we have 
the chance to see leopard, sloth bear, Asian elephant and 
much more.

Sri Lanka: Blue Whales, Dolphins & 
Leopards
This exciting itinerary offers participants the opportunity to 
combine coastal excursions for blue and sperm whales to 
the south of the island with traditional safaris in search of 
leopard, sloth bear and elephants in Udawalawe and Yala 
National Parks.

Taiwan's Endemics & Winter Migrants
The small island of Taiwan is home to 24 endemics 
including the stunning Swinhoe's pheasant, Taiwan 
fulvetta, Taiwan blue magpie and the exquisite flamecrest. 
Many other migrant birds pass through the island between 
September and March, and there are some lovely 
butterflies too.

Australian Wildlife Photo Safari
Join award-winning wildlife photographer Bret Charman 
on this journey through the states of Victoria and 
Tasmania to capture images of some the most iconic and 
fascinating endemic species in Australia including platypus, 
Tasmanian devil, kangaroo, koala and short-beaked 
echidna.

15 days from £5,955
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide
11 Nov 2023; 10 Feb, 9 Mar & 16 Nov 2024

14 days from £4,995
Group size: 3-8
Leader: Local naturalist guide
4 Nov 2023

11 days from £6,695
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Sean Weekly
29 Jan & 8 Feb 2024

14 days from £3,395
Group size: 3-12
Leader: Local naturalist guide
11 Nov 2023; 1 Mar & 22 Nov 2024; 22 Feb & 22 Nov 2025

17 days from £7,995
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Bret Charman
Feb/Mar 2025 - Register your interest

13 days from £6,995
Group size: 7-12
Leader: Terry Goble
15 Aug 2023 & 15 Aug 2024

Papua New Guinea's Birds of Paradise with Mike Dilger
magnificent birds of paradise, and ribbon-tailed astrapia, 
all alongside the island’s famed tribal cultures. We end with 
lowland forest birding and some world-class snorkelling on 
the island of New Britain, within the Bismarck Archipelago, 
and before flying home, enjoy a final birding fix searching 
for the raggiana bird of paradise in Varirata National Park.

Venture to the mysterious and wild habitats of Papua 
New Guinea with TV naturalist Mike Dilger. After some 
introductory birding in Port Moresby, we fly to Kiunga in 
Western Province, where we hope to encounter greater 
and 12-wired birds of paradise and flame bowerbird. 
We next visit Mount Hagen for King of Saxony, blue and 

19 days from £12,995
Group size: 6-10
Leader: Mike Dilger
14 Jul 2024

NEW
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North America

N
orth America, with grizzlies and polar bears in Canada and Alaska, wolves, 
bison and bobcat in Yellowstone National Park, and the spirit bears and 
incredible whale watching of British Columbia's Pacific coast, offers 
unmatched views of spectacular and iconic wildlife. 

Seldom Seen Alaska Photography
With exclusive use of a small catamaran we explore 
Alaska's breathtaking coastline, coming ashore in the 
evenings to sleep in cosy guesthouses and lodges. 
Under the expert guidance of Sean Weekly we search for 
bears, sea otters, cetaceans and a wealth of birds. This 
expedition is a feast for any nature photographer.

Alaska: Brown Bears of Kodiak
View the grizzlies of Kodiak Island (the largest in the world) 
gorge on salmon that swim up the rivers to spawn. This 
small group trip also spends some time in Katmai National 
Park on board a private vessel, which enables you to reach 
remote spots and encounter bears as they feed along the 
shoreline.

16 days from £11,995
Group size: 5-6
Leader: Sean Weekly
10 Jun 2024

11 days from £9,795
Group size: Max. 8
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jun - Sep*

Alaska's Humpback Bubble-net Bonanza
chartered, purpose-built vessel, we spend seven days 
exploring the waters of Sitka Sound and the surrounding 
area to maximise our interactions with humpback whales 
and their bubble-net feeding antics. In addition, the waters 
are home to others including Bigg’s orcas, Dall’s porpoise, 
Pacific white-sided dolphins and more. 

There can be few more pulse-racing sights than a pod of ten 
or more whales simultaneously erupting through the surface 
of the ocean, mouths agape with throat grooves bulging 
and water cascading through baleen while thousands of 
fish tumble this way and that while overhead hundreds of 
sea birds gather to pick off the debris. Aboard our specially 

12 days from £7,995
Group size: 5-6
Leader: Sean Weekly
19 & 30 Mar 2025
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Bears & Whales in South East Alaska
Take an unforgettable voyage along the coast of South 
East Alaska to witness brown bears gorging on salmon, a 
majestic glacier spawning icebergs, and humpback whales 
bubble-net feeding. Travelling on board a small yacht, a 
flexible itinerary makes the most of wildlife sightings on 
offer in this idyllic location.

Canada: Grizzlies of Khutzeymateen
Experience the grizzly bears of Khutzeymateen Inlet in 
British Columbia aboard the Island Roamer, on a large 
carnivore-themed expedition. Around 50 coastal brown 
bears are known to be protected in this conservation area, 
and other wildlife includes humpbacks, orcas, sealions and 
dolphins.

Canada: Newfoundland Adventure
Experience the world's largest gathering of humpback 
whales and a range of marine wildlife amidst giant 
landscapes on this small group wildlife trip. Combine 
boat trips to see a variety of whale species, dolphins and 
seabirds, with land-based trips to view moose, caribou 
and possibly black bear.

Canada: Whales & Dolphins in the  
Haida Gwaii 
This trip offers unparalleled opportunities to explore the 
Queen Charlotte Islands, a remote archipelago of cultural 
importance. Cruise the Gwaii Haanas National Park on a 
yacht, spotting black bears, humpback whales, orca and 
up to a million seabirds.

Canada: Beluga Whales & Polar Bears
Explore the Seal River estuary along the Hudson Bay by 
boat and on foot to observe both polar bears and beluga 
whales which congregate over the summer months. 
Travelling as part of a small group, experience the  
northern lights and beautiful scenery on a journey to 
remember.

Canada's Big Five
Take this unique safari that showcases the wildlife that 
populates the rivers and forests of Manitoba in central 
Canada. Combine the vast serene expanse of Riding 
Mountain National Park, home to moose, black bear, elk 
and wolf, with the rugged barren tundra of Churchill, realm 
of the polar bear.

Canada: Orcas, Bears & Totems
This wildlife cruise visits a stunning archipelago in British 
Columbia, one of the best places in the world to watch 
orca as they gather to forage for salmon. Sailing on board 
a specially-designed yacht, the adventure continues to 
Knight Inlet, where brown bears come to feed in the 
summer.

Canada: Great Bear Rainforest
A small ship adventure to search for the legendary all-white 
spirit bear, and humpback whales deep in the Great Bear 
Rainforest. A maze of islands and waterways, the area is 
also home to black bears and grizzlies, and there are daily 
sea kayak excursions to view wildlife and visit traditional 
communities.

9 days from £9,595
Group size: Max. 12
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jul - Aug*

10 days from £5,295
Group size: Max. 16
Leader: Local naturalist guide
20 & 27 Jul, 3, 10 & 17 Aug 2023

15 days from £6,895
Group size: Max. 16
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jul - Aug*

9 days from £3,495
Group size: Max. 18
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jun - Jul*

9 days from £5,995
Group size: Max. 18
Leader: Local naturalist guide
17 & 24 Jul, 7 & 14 Aug 2023

12 days from £7,225
Group size: Max. 16
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Aug - Oct*

10 days from £4,895
Group size: Max. 16
Leader: Local naturalist guide
15 & 25 May & 1 Jun 2023

11 days from £6,375
Group size: Max. 16
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jun - Jul*
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Canada: Hudson Bay's Polar Bears
This small group trip travels to a remote yet comfortable 
lodge near the tidal flats and plains of Hudson Bay, feeding 
grounds of polar bears during the summer. This is a 
wonderful time to view the bears as well as the region's 
other species including moose, black bear and a variety of 
birds.

Canada: Caribou Migration & Great Bear 
Adventure
An unmissable journey over a vast area of Canada's Arctic 
wilderness, home to wolf, caribou and moose. Staying in 
an ecolodge close to black and polar bears, this incredible 
adventure also takes you to Schmok Lake in search of the 
Canadian caribou.

Canada: Classic Polar Bears
Seeing polar bears in the wild is awe-inspiring - an intense 
and unforgettable wildlife encounter that's a trip of a 
lifetime. Accompanied by expert enthusiastic local guides, 
day and night excursions from a specially-designed 
Polar Rover provide opportunities to get close to these 
magnificent creatures.

Wildlife of the Canadian Rockies
As well as providing awe-inspiring scenery, the majestic 
Canadian Rockies are also home to an incredible mix 
of mammals and birds. This small group trip offers 
opportunities to search for iconic Canadian wildlife, 
including moose, grizzly and black bears, in a spectacular 
mountain setting.

USA: Yellowstone Ultimate Wolf & 
Wildlife Safari
Enjoy an unforgettable winter safari that tracks and 
observes wolves and other wildlife in some of North 
America's greatest national parks. Yellowstone's Lamar 
Valley is undoubtedly one of the best places in the USA to 
see the elusive wolf in its natural habitat.

USA: Wild West Winter Wonderland
Amidst stunning winter scenery, with hot springs and 
geysers, enjoy thrilling encounters with elk, big horn sheep 
and possibly wolves. Led by prize-winning photographer 
Nick Garbutt, this small group trip will reward you with 
images of frost-covered bison herds, coyotes and superb 
frozen waterfalls.

7 days from £6,895
Group size: Max. 16
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Oct - Nov*

8 days from £6,195
Group size: Max. 14
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jan - Feb*

8 days from £8,995
Group size: Max. 12
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Aug - Sep*

14 days from £7,495
Group size: Max. 10 with two leaders
Leaders: Lee Morgan & Lindsay Janes
Jun 2024 - Register your interest

16 days from £15,795
Group size: 6-10
Leader: Nick Garbutt
10 & 24 Jan 2025

10 days from £10,495
Group size: Max. 15
Leader: Local naturalist guide
4, 6 & 10 Sep 2023

should still be spawning, so we may well enjoy the iconic 
sight of grizzly bears fishing for salmon in the rivers. 
In October, humpback whales, orca and white-sided 
dolphins are present in the waters near the lodge, and we 
spend a day out in Johnstone Strait looking for cetaceans 
and seabirds.  

Canada: Festival of Bears
For our Festival of Bears, we return to the wonderful Knight 
Inlet Lodge. Tucked away in a cove amidst one of British 
Columbia’s most beautiful fjords and only accessible by 
floatplane from Vancouver Island, we stay here for five 
nights and make daily excursions to watch for bears (and 
other wildlife) from nearby viewing platforms. The salmon 

9 days from £7,995
Group size: 20-30
Leaders: Chris Breen & Mark Carwardine (2023) Helen Bryon (2024)
1 Oct 2023 & 29 Sep 2024
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“Max Vindas, our guide was second to none. He was amazing. We saw and learnt so much about everything because 
of him. The accommodation was excellent, the service we received from everyone was excellent, the country, its 
natural environment in total was amazing. We were privileged to be able to be involved with turtle research, which was 
a highlight, but everything was a highlight!” 

Jacqueline G – Costa Rica's Wildlife Wonders

Latin America

L
atin America, with the fauna of the Amazon and its rainforests, the Pantanal wetland, 
the Galapagos Islands, the lofty Andes, the Patagonian steppe and the Falklands, is 
unbelievably rich in wildlife. Whether you have a passion for birds or mammals, this 
continent is unrivalled for its diversity.

Argentina & Chile: Patagonia's  
Pumas & Orca
This exciting itinerary provides an opportunity to see 
Patagonia's apex predators of land and sea. Amidst 
stunning scenery we search for pumas in Torres del Paine 
before visiting the coast to witness the unique beaching 
orcas.

Wildlife of the North & South Pantanal
The Pantanal, a seasonally flooded grassland dotted 
with cerrado woodland, is home to a vast array of birds, 
including jabiru stork and hyacinth macaw, and mammals, 
such as Brazilian tapir and jaguar. We search this 
naturalists’ paradise for its wildlife, often at close quarters, 
by vehicle and boat.

15 days from £10,595
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Helen Bryon 
2 Apr 2024

14 days from £5,995
Group size: 4-10
Leader: Miguel Castelino
14 Jul 2023 & 18 Jun 2024

Brazil: Wildlife of the Pantanal
This 12-day trip focuses on the abundant wildlife of Brazil’s 
North Pantanal, which offers some of the finest bird and 
mammal watching in South America. We can expect to 
encounter a wealth of exciting species with jaguar, giant 
river otter, ocelot and Brazilian tapir amongst the many 
likely highlights. Capybara, the world’s largest rodent 

and Yacare caiman line the pools and rivers, often in 
the company of huge flocks of water birds and raptors, 
while the world’s largest parrot, the hyacinth macaw and 
magnificent toco toucans are often found in the grounds 
of the lodges. Few places can compete with Africa for 
wildlife, but the Pantanal is one of them!

12 days from £5,995
Group size: 8-12
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: May - Oct*
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Brazil's Big Five Photo Safari
The Pantanal is perfect for wildlife photography and this 
itinerary has been designed to focus all of our time on 
photographing the wide range of wildlife that lives in this 
captivating area of Brazil including jaguar, giant river otter, 
Brazilian tapir, giant anteater and hyacinth macaw, in the 
company of our expert photographic tour leader.

Best of Brazil
Visit Brazil's contrasting habitats as we explore its tropical 
savannahs and woodlands, the Amazon rainforest and 
the Southern Pantanal. Search for the iconic wildlife of 
Brazil including maned wolf, jaguar, giant river otter, giant 
anteater and a wealth of fabulous birds, amphibians and 
reptiles.

Chile's Rare Mammals
Take a journey in search of Chile's rare and near endemic 
mammals. From unspoiled Valdivian rainforest to the bleak 
steppes of Tierra del Fuego and towering snow-covered 
peaks of Patagonia, this tour explores the habitat of puma, 
kodkod, Darwin's fox, marine otter, Chilean dolphin and 
blue whale.

Chile & Brazil: South America's Big Cats 
Photography Tour
This exhilarating two-centre group tour focuses on 
photographing puma and jaguar. We spend time on the 
edge of Patagonia's Torres del Paine National Park for 
outstanding puma photography opportunities, before 
moving to the jaguars of the Pantanal.

Chile: Pumas, Condors &  
Landscapes in Winter
Join photographer Nick Garbutt in Patagonia’s premier 
wildlife destination, Torres del Paine, where we track 
the region's top predator, the puma, on foot in some 
breathtaking landscapes that offer no end of photographic 
inspiration. 

Colombia Bird Photography
With over 1,900 species recorded, Colombia is the most 
bird-rich country on Earth. For some, the greatest joy to 
be had from birds is in recording their dazzling colours 
in photographs. With this in mind we have devised this 
ultimate photographic voyage in search of Colombia's 
spectacular birdlife.

Colombia's Birding Highlights
Our unique birdwatching trip to Colombia visits key sites 
with an experienced local leader to discover the country's 
most sought-after birds, including gems like multicoloured, 
black-and-gold and gold-ringed tanagers, Bogotá rail, 
buffy helmetcrest, Cauca guan, red-ruffed fruitcrow and 
yellow-eared parrot.

Colombia's Rare Mammals
Famed for its glorious birds, Colombia is also home to 
many charismatic mammals. Our superb tour goes in 
search of the elusive spectacled bear and mountain tapir, 
alongside a range of other South American mammals 
and birds including Hoffman's two-toed sloth, olinguito, 
kinkajou and lemurine night monkey.

15 days from £13,950
Group size: 5-6
Leader: Nick Garbutt
2 Jul 2025

16 days from £6,630
Group size: 5-7
Leader: Hernan Arias
28 Oct 2023 & 2 Nov 2024

14 days from £8,450
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Emma Healey or Ben Sutcliffe
19 Oct 2023; 8 & 20 Sep 2024

15 days from £7,895
Group size: 4-8
Leader: David Couve
12 & 26 Feb 2024

16 days from £7,195
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Bret Charman or Ben Sutcliffe
10 Aug 2023 & 15 Aug 2024

13 days from £4,995
Group size: 4-6
Leader: Local naturalist guide 
14 Jan 2024

19 days from £11,450
Group size: 6-8
Leader: Helen Bryon
24 Jun 2024

16 days from £12,995
Group size: 6-7
Leader: Ben Sutcliffe
22 Jun 2024

NEW
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Wild Colombia's Mammals & Birds
Discover the remarkable wildlife of Colombia on this small 
group trip to some of the country's most spectacular 
reserves and national parks. Mammals we're likely to see 
include cotton-top tamarin, giant anteater and mountain 
tapir and a range of endemic bird species including buffy 
helmetcrest.

Costa Rica: Cloud Forests, Jungles & 
Volcanoes
Costa Rica boasts spectacular mountains and active 
volcanoes, pristine beaches, lowland rainforest, high cloud 
forest and tropical wetlands. The amazing diversity of its 
bird and plant life makes it one of the most fascinating 
tropical countries to visit

Ecuador: Andes to Amazon Rainforest 
Photography
Explore the Mindo Cloud Forest, Amazon Rainforest 
and the rugged landscapes of the Andes with wildlife 
photographers Nick Garbutt and Alex Hyde, in search of 
the varied wildlife and macro photography opportunities 
that Ecuador has to offer.

Ecuador's Birds & Mammals with Mike 
Dilger
Join us as we explore some of Ecuador's major habitats 
to enjoy the sheer abundance of life that can be found in 
this biodiverse nation. Led by TV naturalist Mike Dilger, we 
experience the cloud forest, Amazon rainforest and the 
Andean páramo.

19 days from £10,995
Group size: 8-12 with two leaders
Leaders: Nick Garbutt & Alex Hyde 
12 Jan 2024

17 days from £6,550
Group size: 5-8
Leader: Rob Smith
14 Mar 2024

15 days from £7,995
Group size: 6-10
Leader: Mike Dilger 
15 Apr 2024

14 days from £5,895
Group size: 4-10
Leader: Daniel Martinez
17 Feb 2024

Festival of Wildlife Falklands & South GeorgiaCosta Rica's Wildlife Wonders
The verdant country of Costa Rica is a must-visit 
destination for any wildlife enthusiast - this small nation is 
bursting with fascinating flora and fauna. Our extensive 
12-day group trip visits some of the finest wildlife locations 
within Costa Rica to encounter some of its more exotic 
species. We begin in Tortuguero, where the beaches here 

voyage coincides with the start of spring when both king 
penguin and black-browed albatross engage in beautiful 
courtship rituals, contrasting with the raw brutality of the 
elephant seals. But, it is the sheer number of animals present 
that gives South Georgia its ‘wildlife spectacle’ status – it’s 
surely the most incredible wildlife destination on Earth.  

Join us on an epic voyage aboard the Magellan Explorer 
to the Falkland Islands and South Georgia. Amongst an 
imposing backdrop of rugged mountains, we encounter 
beaches teeming with the commotion of literally hundreds 
of thousands of king penguins jostling for position alongside 
gargantuan southern elephant seals and fur seals. Our 

are known for their turtles, yet the park is also an excellent 
place to see sloth, keel-billed toucan, mantled howler monkey 
and spectacled caiman. We continue to the Talamanca 
Mountains, where we aim to see resplendent quetzal before 
visiting Corcovado National Park, home to more than 300 
species of birds and over 100 species of mammal.

17 days from £11,250
Leaders: Chris Breen, Mark Carwardine, Dan Free, Nick Garbutt, Nick Mackman, Jonathan Truss & Sean Weekly 
13 Oct 2025

12 days from £4,995
Group size: 4-10
Leader: Local naturalist guide
11 Nov 2023 & 3 Mar 2024

NEW
NEW
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Falklands Wildlife Photography
A dedicated photographic trip to the Falkland Islands 
visiting the archipelago's key wildlife sites with the 
opportunity to photograph five species of penguin, black-
browed albatross, giant Southern elephant seals, South 
American sea lions and more. Led by expert photographic 
guide Kevin Morgans.

Galapagos Wildlife Cruise
Accompanied by team member Helen Bryon, we cruise 
around the Galapagos Islands to observe and enjoy the 
remarkable wildlife of this enchanting and untouched 
archipelago. During the voyage we hope to encounter 
Galapagos sealion, giant tortoise, blue-footed booby and 
more iconic species.

Galapagos Exclusive with Mark 
Carwardine
Travelling aboard the exclusively chartered MV Beluga 
in the company of broadcaster Mark Carwardine and 
Founder Chris Breen, we've designed a comprehensive 
itinerary to experience and photograph the famed wildlife 
of the Galapagos.

Ultimate Guyana Nature Experience
This expertly guided group adventure takes you deep 
into Guyana's pristine interior to explore its rainforests, 
rivers and savannahs, and see a remarkable variety of 
wildlife. Travelling by air, land, river and on foot, we stay in 
Amerindian villages, research stations, ranches and jungle 
lodges.

Guyana: A Pristine Wilderness
Tucked away in the north of South America, Guyana is 
one of the planet's last wildernesses. This group tour has 
been specially designed to explore the very best that this 
incredible country has to offer from unbroken rainforest 
and spectacular waterfalls to a myriad of enthralling 
wildlife.

Mexico: Monarch Butterfly Migration
Enjoy one of the world's greatest wildlife events - the 
monarch butterfly migration - where millions of butterflies 
fill the sky as they arrive in Mexico's central highlands for 
the winter after migrating from across North America. After 
experiencing this spectacle, return to Mexico City via Valle 
de Bravo.

14 days from £6,695
Group size: 6-10
Leader: Local naturalist guide
5 Oct 2023 & 3 Oct 2024

19 days from £8,995
Group size: 6-7
Leader: Kevin Morgans 
Dec 2024 - Register your interest

15 days from £13,995
Group size: 10-14 with two leaders
Leaders: Mark Carwardine & Chris Breen
1 May 2025

7 days from £4,595
Group size: Max. 16
Leader: Local naturalist guide
Multiple departures: Jan - Feb*

15 days from £11,395
Group size: 10-15
Leader: Helen Bryon
17 Apr 2025

15 days from £6,495
Group size: Max. 10
Leader: Local naturalist guide 
19 Aug, 9 Sep, 14 Oct & 2 Dec 2023

Great Whales of Mexico's Pacific Coast
giants come right alongside us to seek our attention - a 
never-to-be-forgotten experience! The west side of the 
rugged desert peninsula of Baja California is bathed by 
the cool, nutrient-rich waters of the Pacific Ocean, and its 
incredible diversity of marine life - whales, dolphins, turtles, 
seals, birds and over 900 species of fish await!

Join us for a spectacular voyage along Baja California’s 
Pacific Coast at the best time of year to see the blue, fin 
and humpback whales that congregate in Baja’s waters 
each winter. Witness the thrilling spectacle of grey whales 
in one of their warm calving lagoons, where we take to 
smaller boats for eye-to-eye encounters as these friendly 

12 days from £7,395
Group size: 18-24
Leader: Chris Breen 
15 Mar 2024
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Adelie penguin by Nick Garbutt

Polar Voyages

T
he polar regions of the Arctic and Antarctica are home to some of the world's most unique 
and unforgettable wildlife experiences, from seeing the iconic polar bear, to sitting amidst 
huge colonies of penguins. Furthermore, the frozen landscapes provide some of the most 
remarkable views on Earth. 

Classic Antarctica
This voyage is a perfect introduction to the Antarctic, 
visiting prime wildlife sites along the Peninsula and in the 
nearby South Shetland Islands. Encounter huge rookeries 
of gentoo, chinstrap and Adelie penguins, beaches 
adorned with wallowing elephant seals, and whales and 
dolphins along the way.

Great Antarctic Voyage
This ultimate Antarctic experience marries the phenomenal 
wildlife of the sub-Antarctic islands of the Falklands and 
South Georgia to the pristine beauty of the Antarctic 
Peninsula. Explore dramatic wilderness areas and visit 
huge penguin colonies, all amongst hauntingly beautiful 
polar scenery.

Emperor Penguins & Weddell Sea
This special voyage to the Weddell Sea offers a unique 
highlight - three days are reserved to visit, by helicopter, 
an emperor penguin colony, situated south of Snow Hill 
Island. Getting close to these magnificent creatures in 
their natural habitat is a unique and memorable once-in-a-
lifetime experience.

Polar Circle Fly-Sail
Flying to the South Shetlands over Cape Horn and 
avoiding the rough waters of the Drake Passage, this 
itinerary offers the easiest way to travel to Antarctica. 
Sailing down the western coast of the Antarctic Peninsula, 
the voyage passes spectacular icebergs in the company of 
sea birds, penguins, seals and whales.

11-13 days from £8,365
Group size: Varies according to vessel
Leaders: Expedition team
Multiple departures: Nov - Mar*

11-14 days from £10,820
Group size: Varies according to vessel
Leaders: Expedition team
Multiple departures: Nov - Mar*

19-22 days from £12,495
Group size: Varies according to vessel
Leaders: Expedition team
Multiple departures: Nov - Mar*

9-11 days from £9,925
Group size: Varies according to vessel
Leaders: Expedition team
Multiple departures: Nov - Mar*
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Classic Antarctica Fly-Sail
This trip takes the easiest way to Antarctica and flies from 
Punta Arenas in southern Chile, to save time and enjoy an 
aerial view of the Drake Passage. This active adventure 
involves daily landings by Zodiac inflatable, and with 
ever-changing ice and weather conditions, each voyage is 
unique.

Antarctic Odyssey Fly-Sail
This comprehensive itinerary retraces Shackleton's voyage 
from Elephant Island to South Georgia, and ends in the 
Falkland Islands. Antarctica's scenery and ice are matched 
by the prolific wildlife on South Georgia, which includes 
150,000 pairs of king penguins and numerous other 
species.

Around Spitsbergen
Sail through a wonderland of mountain and glacial scenery 
and enjoy spectacular wildlife encounters in this polar bear 
and birding paradise. Highlights include an exhilarating 
ride along the spectacular 14th of July Glacier, where large 
numbers of kittiwakes and Brünnich's guillemots nest on 
the nearby cliffs.

North Spitsbergen
This 1-week voyage provides an intoxicating mix 
of astonishing landscapes, stunning coastline and 
spectacular wildlife, including polar bears, walruses, 
whales, Arctic foxes and huge colonies of seabirds. The 
long daylight hours offer maximum time to appreciate this 
breathtaking land of ice to the full.

Spitsbergen, Greenland & Iceland
Sailing amid awe-inspiring scenery of fjords and glaciers, 
this comprehensive itinerary starts in Spitsbergen, home to 
the world's highest population of polar bears. Continuing 
across the Greenland Sea, orcas and dolphins follow in 
your wake, and there are chances to see walrus, Arctic 
hare and musk ox.

Svalbard Wildlife Expedition
Explore the remarkable Svalbard archipelago on this 
7-night voyage. Travelling in spring provides a unique 
opportunity to witness this pristine, untouched landscape 
with icy coastlines, snow-peaked mountains and 
spectacular glaciers. Wildlife highlights include polar bears, 
Arctic fox and walrus.

14-16 days from £7,685
Group size: Varies according to vessel
Leaders: Expedition team
Multiple departures: May - Oct*

8 days from £11,330
Group size: Varies according to vessel
Leaders: Expedition team
Multiple departures: Nov - Mar*

9-12 days from £6,045
Group size: Varies according to vessel
Leaders: Expedition team
Multiple departures: May - Oct*

9 days from £7,995
Group size: 8-11
Leader: Helen Bryon
24 May 2024

18 days from £14,795
Group size: Varies according to vessel
Leaders: Expedition team
Multiple departures: Nov - Mar*

8 days from £4,365
Group size: Varies according to vessel
Leaders: Expedition team
Multiple departures: May - Oct*

Svalbard Photo Expedition
archipelago to capture a stunning portfolio of images. We 
have timed this tour early in the season to make the most 
of the magical snow-laden landscapes and photograph 
several Arctic specialists including the endemic Svalbard 
reindeer, Arctic fox, walrus, seals, polar bear and beluga 
whale.

Explore the icy waters and shores of spectacular Svalbard 
on our dedicated photography voyage which focuses on 
the Arctic's iconic wildlife. Sailing onboard our exclusively 
chartered MS Stockholm and accompanied throughout 
by award-winning photographer and photography tour 
leader Bret Charman, we travel to the best sites in the 

9 days from £8,495
Group size: 8-11
Leader: Bret Charman
3 May 2024

NEW

NEW
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Destination Tour Name Departure Date Duration Price From

May 2023

UK Isle of Mull Wildlife Extravaganza 21 May 8 days £2,995

Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 31 May 12 days £5,995

UK Macro Photography Workshop  31 May 1 day £150

Jun 2023

Finland Finland Videography Workshop  3 Jun 7 days £3,095

UK Isle of Mull Wildlife Photography  4 Jun 8 days £3,095

UK Norfolk in Early Summer 5 Jun 5 days £995

UK Macro Photography Workshop  7 Jun 1 day £150

Finland Brown Bear Explorer 12 Jun 6 days £1,995

Finland Boreal Predators Photography  15 Jun 6 days £2,695

Zambia North Luangwa - Off the Beaten Track 15 Jun 11 days £5,995

Botswana Best of Botswana 17 Jun 13 days £5,995

UK Isle of Mull Wildlife Extravaganza 18 Jun 8 days £2,995

UK Shiant's Spectacular Puffins  19 Jun 5 days £1,895

Jul 2023

Botswana Okavango Photography in Style with Neil Aldridge  4 Jul 12 days £13,145

Botswana Botswana's Wild Dogs 8 Jul 10 days £5,545

UK Wild Pembrokeshire 10 Jul 5 days £1,345

Botswana Best of Botswana 11 Jul 13 days £5,995

Brazil Wildlife of the North & South Pantanal 14 Jul 14 days £6,375

Botswana Best of Botswana 15 Jul 13 days £6,345

Borneo Borneo's Rare Mammals 16 Jul 14 days £4,995

Finland Brown Bear Explorer 17 Jul 6 days £1,995

UK Wild Pembrokeshire 17 Jul 5 days £1,345

Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 24 Jul 12 days £5,995

Botswana Best of Botswana 25 Jul 13 days £5,995

Aug 2023

Colombia Colombia Bird Photography  10 Aug 16 days £7,195

Zambia North Luangwa - Off the Beaten Track 10 Aug 11 days £5,995

Borneo Borneo's Rare Mammals 13 Aug 14 days £4,495

Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 14 Aug 12 days £5,995

UK Whales & Dolphins of the Outer Hebrides 14 Aug 7 days £2,295

Mongolia Mongolia: Cats of Mountain & Steppe 15 Aug 13 days £6,995

Netherlands Waders in Friesland 17 Aug 5 days £1,195

Botswana Best of Botswana 19 Aug 13 days £5,995

Sep 2023

Romania Focus on the Danube Delta  1 Sep 9 days £4,995

Poland Birding in Krakow & the Carpathians 2 Sep 8 days £1,895

UK Hampshire Bird Photography Workshop  6 Sep 2 days £450

UK Norfolk in Late Summer 8 Sep 5 days £925

Namibia Namibia Wildlife & Wilderness 9 Sep 17 days £5,895

UK Red Kite & Night Sky Photographic Workshop  12 Sep 4 days £1,295

UK Hampshire Bird Photography Workshop  13 Sep 2 days £450

Zambia Sacred Combe Safari 13 Sep 13 days £10,795

Hungary Hungary's Rare Mammals 14 Sep 8 days £1,895

Botswana Best of Botswana 16 Sep 13 days £5,995

Borneo Borneo's Rare Mammals 17 Sep 14 days £4,295

South Africa Kalahari Conservation Experience 22 Sep 10 days £3,695

Group Tours Calendar 2023 - 2025
Here we highlight some of our upcoming small group wildlife holidays in our 2023-2025 Calendar. For 
many of our trips we offer multiple departures, to find out further information on any of our holidays or to 
book contact our expert team, or visit our website.

All holiday prices in this brochure are based on two people sharing a room/cabin, and include flights from the UK, 
wildlife activities, accommodation and transfers (except where specified). Prices are correct at time of going to print. 

*For full details contact our expert wildlife team. Dedicated photography tours are indicated by the symbol 

Destination Tour Name Departure Date Duration Price From

Sep 2023
Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 26 Sep 12 days £5,995

Spain Secret Wilderness of Extremadura 26 Sep 8 days £1,795

Oct 2023

Canada Festival of Bears 1 Oct 9 days £7,995

UK Lancashire in Autumn 2 Oct 4 days £995

Guyana A Pristine Wilderness 5 Oct 14 days £6,695

Zambia North Luangwa - Off the Beaten Track 7 Oct 11 days £5,995

Spain Iberian Lynx Quest 8 Oct 8 days £1,895

Spain Wild Spain 9 Oct 8 days £2,395

Uganda Uganda's Unforgettable Wildlife 11 Oct 14 days £5,995

Uganda Uganda Wildlife Photo Safari  11 Oct 13 days £8,995

UK Red Kite & Night Sky Photographic Workshop  13 Oct 4 days £1,295

Botswana Best of Botswana 14 Oct 13 days £5,995

Spain Iberian Lynx Quest 15 Oct 8 days £1,895

Brazil Brazil's Big Five Photo Safari  19 Oct 14 days £8,450

UK New Forest Deer Photography Workshop  20 Oct 1 day £175

South Africa Rare Mammals of the Eastern Cape  21 Oct 11 days £6,995

UK New Forest Deer Photography Workshop  23 Oct 1 day £175

UK NEW Northumberland in Autumn 23 Oct 5 days £975

UK New Forest Deer Photography Workshop  24 Oct 1 day £175

UK New Forest Deer Photography Workshop  27 Oct 1 day £175

Zambia Classic Kafue Safari 27 Oct 11 days £6,195

China Sichuan's Sensational Mammals & Birds 28 Oct 16 days £4,995

Colombia Colombia's Birding Highlights 28 Oct 16 days £6,630

UK Autumn in the Scottish Highlands 29 Oct 8 days £1,845

UK New Forest Deer Photography Workshop  30 Oct 1 day £175

UK New Forest Deer Photography Workshop  31 Oct 1 day £175

Nov 2023

Gambia West African Birdwatch 3 Nov 12 days £2,485

Zambia Zambia's Wild West - Kafue & Liuwa Plain 3 Nov 11 days £6,895

Taiwan Taiwan Endemics & Winter Migrants 4 Nov 14 days £4,995

Sri Lanka Sri Lanka - Off the Beaten Track 11 Nov 15 days £5,955

Sri Lanka Blue Whales, Dolphins & Leopards 11 Nov 14 days £3,395

Zambia South Luangwa Photo Safari  11 Nov 10 days £4,695

Costa Rica Costa Rica's Wildlife Wonders 11 Nov 12 days £4,995

Zambia Carnivores of South Luangwa 15 Nov 11 days £4,595

India North-west India's Rare Mammals 18 Nov 13 days £5,995

Zambia Easy Birding in South Luangwa 18 Nov 10 days £4,195

Zambia South Luangwa Photo Safari  18 Nov 10 days £4,595

India India's Big Cats 22 Nov 23 days £8,995

India Birds & Big Cats 26 Nov 15 days £4,395

India Birds & Tigers in Central India 26 Nov 17 days £5,995

Dec 2023

Botswana NEW Botswana's Birds & Mammals 2 Dec 9 days £3,940

Spain Secret Wilderness of Extremadura 3 Dec 8 days £1,795

Botswana NEW Botswana's Birds & Mammals 9 Dec 9 days £3,940

Jan 2024
India India's Big Cats 2 Jan 23 days £8,995

Botswana NEW Botswana's Birds & Mammals 6 Jan 9 days £3,940
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Destination Tour Name Departure Date Duration Price From

Jan 2024

India Wild Karnataka 7 Jan 11 days £3,995

UK Somerset Levels in Winter with Mike Dilger 11 Jan 4 days £695

Ecuador
NEW Andes to Amazon Rainforest Photography 
Workshop 

12 Jan 19 days £10,995

Botswana NEW Botswana's Birds & Mammals 13 Jan 9 days £3,940

Colombia Colombia's Rare Mammals 14 Jan 13 days £4,995

Spain Iberian Lynx Quest 14 Jan 8 days £1,945

Spain Wild Spain 14 Jan 8 days £2,595

UK Somerset Levels in Winter with Mike Dilger 14 Jan 4 days £695

Netherlands NEW Holland's Winter Birding 18 Jan 5 days £1,400

Japan Japan's Winter Wildlife 21 Jan 11 days £5,995

Poland Winter Wildlife Photography in Poland  21 Jan 7 days £2,395

Kenya Masai Mara Photo Safari 22 Jan 10 days £6,495

Botswana Kalahari to Delta Photo Safari with Neil Aldridge 26 Jan 12 days £9,995

India India's Wild South 29 Jan 12 days £3,995

Japan Japan's Winter Wildlife Photography Special 29 Jan 11 days £6,695

Feb 2024

UK Scotland Winter Wildlife Photography 3 Feb 8 days £2,095

Ethiopia Ethiopia: A Unique Wonder 8 Feb 15 days £6,795

India Ultimate Tiger Safari 8 Feb 12 days £4,395

Japan Japan's Winter Wildlife Photography Special 8 Feb 11 days £6,695

Botswana Birding Botswana 10 Feb 11 days £4,495

Sri Lanka Sri Lanka - Off the Beaten Track 10 Feb 15 days £6,495

Chile Chile's Rare Mammals 12 Feb 15 days £7,895

Costa Rica Cloud Forests, Jungles & Volcanoes 17 Feb 14 days £5,895

India Nagarhole's Tigers, Wild Dogs & Leopards 18 Feb 10 days £4,395

Poland Poland's Winter Wildlife 19 Feb 7 days £1,995

Uganda Uganda's Unforgettable Wildlife 21 Feb 14 days £6,945

Chile Chile's Rare Mammals 26 Feb 15 days £7,895

Mar 2024

Sri Lanka Blue Whales, Dolphins & Leopards 1 Mar 14 days £3,395

India Nagarhole's Tigers, Wild Dogs & Leopards 3 Mar 10 days £4,395

Costa Rica Costa Rica's Wildlife Wonders 3 Mar 12 days £4,995

France
Wallcreepers, Black-winged Kites & Woodpeckers in 
France

4 Mar 5 days £1,795

UK Norfolk in Late Winter 5 Mar 4 days £785

India Ultimate Tiger Safari 7 Mar 12 days £4,395

UK Norfolk in Late Winter 8 Mar 4 days £785

Sri Lanka Sri Lanka - Off the Beaten Track 9 Mar 15 days £6,495

India Nagarhole's Tigers, Wild Dogs & Leopards 10 Mar 10 days £4,395

Colombia Wild Colombia's Mammals & Birds 14 Mar 17 days £6,550

Finland, Norway Northern Lights & Lapland Birds 14 Mar 7 days £3,495

Mexico, USA Great Whales of Mexico's Pacific Coast 15 Mar 12 days £7,395

Iceland Arctic Fox Photography 20 Mar 7 days £4,150

UK Early Spring in the Scottish Highlands 24 Mar 8 days £1,895

Botswana Botswana's Rare Mammals 30 Mar 12 days £6,495

China Sichuan's Sensational Mammals & Birds 30 Mar 16 days £5,795

Apr 2024

Argentina, Chile Patagonia's Pumas & Orca 2 Apr 15 days £10,595

Montenegro The Unknown Adriatic 6 Apr 9 days £1,995

India Nagarhole's Tigers, Wild Dogs & Leopards 7 Apr 10 days £4,595

Tanzania Festival of Wildlife Tanzania 9 Apr 11 days £5,995

Destination Tour Name Departure Date Duration Price From

Apr 2024

Slovakia Spring Birding in Slovakia 10 Apr 5 days £1,555

Borneo Borneo's Orangutans 13 Apr 11 days £5,130

Greece Crete's Spring Flowers & Birds 14 Apr 8 days £1,595

Ecuador NEW Ecuador's Birds & Mammals with Mike Dilger 15 Apr 15 days £7,995

Botswana Desert to Delta 20 Apr 12 days £5,995

Borneo Borneo's Rare Mammals 21 Apr 14 days £4,295

France Spring Birds, Orchids & Prehistory in Wild Dordogne 21 Apr 8 days £2,150

India Nagarhole Photo Safari  21 Apr 10 days £5,895

UK Lancashire in Spring 29 Apr 4 days £1,200

May 2024

South Africa Zimanga - Wildlife & Night Sky Photography 1 May 10 days £6,795

UK Somerset Levels in Spring with Mike Dilger 2 May 4 days £795

Norway NEW Svalbard Photo Expedition 3 May 9 days £8,495

UK Somerset Levels in Spring with Mike Dilger 5 May 4 days £795

Poland Primeval Forests & Marshes 7 May 8 days £2,195

UK Wildlife of the Forest of Dean & Wye Valley 9 May 4 days £845

Azores Whales & Dolphins of the Azores 10 May 8 days £2,695

Borneo Wild Borneo 12 May 16 days £7,295

UK Wildlife of the Forest of Dean & Wye Valley 12 May 4 days £845

Greece Lake Kerkini in Spring 13 May 5 days £1,495

Slovenia Brown Bear Photography in Spring 13 May 6 days £2,595

UK Suffolk's Coasts & Heaths in Late Spring 16 May 4 days £795

Greece Lake Kerkini in Spring 17 May 5 days £1,495

Botswana Botswana's Rare Mammals 18 May 12 days £6,495

Romania Focus on the Danube Delta 18 May 9 days £4,995

UK Festival of British Wildlife 18 May 8 days £3,295

UK Suffolk's Coasts & Heaths in Late Spring 19 May 4 days £795

Borneo Borneo's Rare Mammals 19 May 14 days £4,295

Norway NEW Svalbard Wildlife Expedition 24 May 9 days £7,995

Borneo Borneo's Rare Mammals 26 May 14 days £4,295

UK Isle of Mull Wildlife Photography 26 May 8 days £3,295

Romania Romania's Wildlife Highlights 29 May 8 days £2,295

UK Macro Photography Workshop 29 May 1 day £150

Jun 2024

France Butterflies, Birds & Wildflowers of the Dordogne 1 Jun 8 days £2,195

Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 3 Jun 12 days £5,995

UK Norfolk in Early Summer 3 Jun 5 days £995

UK Macro Photography Workshop 5 Jun 1 day £150

South Africa South Africa's Rare Mammals in Style 7 Jun 10 days £11,595

UK The Wild Wonders of Skye 8 Jun 7 days £2,995

Zambia Classic South Luangwa Safari 8 Jun 10 days £4,395

UK Isle of Mull Wildlife Extravaganza with Mike Dilger 9 Jun 8 days £3,295

Alaska, USA Seldom Seen Alaska Photography 10 Jun 16 days £11,995

Finland Brown Bear Explorer 10 Jun 6 days £1,895

UK The Farnes & Northumberland in Early Summer 10 Jun 6 days £1,195

UK Macro Photography Workshop 12 Jun 1 day £150

Bulgaria Butterflies & Birds of Bulgaria 13 Jun 9 days £1,495

South Africa South Africa's Rare Mammals in Style 14 Jun 10 days £11,595

Austria Close-up on Alpine Nature 15 Jun 8 days £2,695

Botswana Okavango Delta Safari 15 Jun 12 days £8,695

Botswana Best of Botswana 15 Jun 13 days £6,150

Group Tours Calendar 2024 - 2025
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Destination Tour Name Departure Date Duration Price From

Jun 2024

UK The Farnes & Northumberland in Early Summer 15 Jun 6 days £1,195

Zambia Classic South Luangwa Safari 15 Jun 10 days £4,395

Finland Boreal Predators Photography 17 Jun 6 days £2,895

UK Shiant's Spectacular Puffins 17 Jun 5 days £1,995

Brazil Wildlife of the North & South Pantanal 18 Jun 14 days £5,995

Botswana Okavango Delta Photo Safari 22 Jun 12 days £8,695

Brazil & Chile NEW South America's Big Cats Photography Tour 22 Jun 16 days £12,995

UK The Shetland Islands with Mike Dilger 22 Jun 8 days £2,995

Brazil Best of Brazil 24 Jun 19 days £11,450

Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 25 Jun 12 days £5,995

Jul 2024

UK Wild Devon in Summer 1 Jul 4 days £1,095

Botswana Botswana's Wild Dogs 2 Jul 10 days £5,895

South Africa Zimanga - Wildlife & Night Sky Photography 4 Jul 10 days £6,795

Finland Brown Bear Explorer 8 Jul 6 days £1,895

Poland Butterflies & Moths of Southern Poland 8 Jul 9 days £2,295

Botswana Best of Botswana 9 Jul 13 days £6,150

Botswana Best of Botswana 13 Jul 13 days £6,150

Borneo Borneo's Rare Mammals 14 Jul 14 days £4,295

Papua New 
Guinea

NEW Papua New Guinea's Birds of Paradise with  
Mike Dilger

14 Jul 19 days £12,995

Finland Boreal Predators Photography 15 Jul 6 days £2,895

Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 16 Jul 12 days £5,995

Botswana Best of Botswana 27 Jul 13 days £6,150

Botswana Botswana's Wild Dogs 27 Jul 10 days £5,895

Aug 2024

Borneo Borneo's Rare Mammals 11 Aug 14 days £4,295

UK Whales & Dolphins of the Outer Hebrides 12 Aug 7 days £2,495

Colombia Colombia Bird Photography 15 Aug 16 days £7,285

Mongolia Mongolia: Cats of Mountain & Steppe 15 Aug 13 days £6,995

Botswana Best of Botswana 17 Aug 13 days £6,150

Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 22 Aug 12 days £5,995

Sep 2024

Congo NEW Congo: Africa's Rainforest Wildlife 1 Sep 11 days £14,995

Borneo Borneo's Orangutans 5 Sep 11 days £5,130

South Africa Kalahari Conservation Experience 6 Sep 10 days £3,895

Brazil Brazil's Big Five Photo Safari 8 Sep 14 days £10,995

Poland Birding in Krakow & the Carpathians 8 Sep 8 days £2,195

Madagascar Madagascar with Mike Dilger 12 Sep 17 days £6,850

South Africa Kalahari Conservation Experience 13 Sep 10 days £3,895

Botswana Best of Botswana 14 Sep 13 days £6,150

Borneo Borneo Rainforest Photography Workshop 15 Sep 19 days £11,995

Borneo Borneo's Rare Mammals 15 Sep 14 days £4,295

Hungary Hungary's Rare Mammals 15 Sep 8 days £2,125

UK Norfolk in Late Summer 16 Sep 5 days £950

Brazil Brazil's Big Five Photo Safari 20 Sep 14 days £10,995

Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 24 Sep 12 days £5,995

Zimbabwe Mana Pools: Wild Dogs & Elephant Photography 26 Sep 11 days £12,120

Canada Festival of Bears 29 Sep 9 days £7,995

UK Lancashire in Autumn 30 Sep 4 days £1,150

Oct 2024
Guyana A Pristine Wilderness 3 Oct 14 days £7,195

Uganda Uganda's Unforgettable Wildlife 5 Oct 14 days £6,795

Destination Tour Name Departure Date Duration Price From

Oct 2024

Namibia A Living Desert 5 Oct 15 days £10,795

South Africa Rare Mammals of the Eastern Cape 11 Oct 11 days £7,295

Botswana Best of Botswana 12 Oct 13 days £6,150

Spain Iberian Lynx Quest 13 Oct 8 days £1,945

Spain Wild Spain 13 Oct 8 days £2,595

Uganda Uganda Wildlife Photo Safari 16 Oct 13 days £9,895

Spain Iberian Lynx Quest 20 Oct 8 days £1,945

China Sichuan's Sensational Mammals & Birds 26 Oct 16 days £5,795

UK Islay & Jura in Autumn 26 Oct 7 days £1,595

Brazil Wildlife of the Pantanal 30 Oct 12 days £5,995

Ethiopia Ethiopia: A Unique Wonder 31 Oct 15 days £6,795

Nov 2024

Madagascar NEW Madagascar's Rare Mammals 1 Nov 15 days £5,695

Colombia Colombia's Birding Highlights 2 Nov 16 days £6,730

Zambia South Luangwa Photo Safari 2 Nov 10 days £4,895

UK Autumn in the Scottish Highlands 9 Nov 8 days £1,895

Zambia Easy Birding in South Luangwa 9 Nov 10 days £4,195

Zambia South Luangwa Photo Safari 9 Nov 10 days £4,895

Sri Lanka Sri Lanka - Off the Beaten Track 16 Nov 15 days £6,055

UK Autumn in the Scottish Highlands 16 Nov 8 days £1,895

Zambia South Luangwa Photo Safari 16 Nov 10 days £4,895

Zambia South Luangwa Wildlife Art Safari 16 Nov 10 days £6,995

Indonesia Raja Ampat's Birds of Paradise 19 Nov 16 days £10,350

Sri Lanka Blue Whales, Dolphins & Leopards 22 Nov 14 days £3,395

Botswana NEW Botswana's Birds & Mammals 30 Nov 9 days £3,940

Dec 2024 Botswana NEW Botswana's Birds & Mammals 7 Dec 9 days £3,940

Jan 2025

Greece Pelicans of Lake Kerkini 6 Jan 5 days £1,745

USA Wild West Winter Wonderland 10 Jan 16 days £15,795

Greece Pelicans of Lake Kerkini 10 Jan 5 days £1,745

Greece Pelicans of Lake Kerkini 14 Jan 5 days £1,745

USA Wild West Winter Wonderland 24 Jan 16 days £15,795

Feb 2025
India Searching for Snow Leopards 20 Feb 18 days £9,995

Sri Lanka Blue Whales, Dolphins & Leopards 22 Feb 14 days £3,795

Mar 2025

Kenya Kenya's Birds & Wildlife 1 Mar 13 days £6,395

Alaska, USA Alaska's Humpback Bubble-net Bonanza 19 Mar 12 days £7,995

Alaska, USA Alaska's Humpback Bubble-net Bonanza 30 Mar 12 days £7,995

Apr 2025

Botswana Desert to Delta 12 Apr 12 days £6,595

Galapagos 
Islands

Galapagos Wildlife Cruise 17 Apr 15 days £11,395

May 2025
Galapagos 
Islands

Galapagos Exclusive with Mark Carwardine 1 May 15 days £13,995

Jul 2025 Chile Pumas, Condors & Landscapes in Winter  2 Jul 15 days £13,950

Sep 2025 Madagascar NEW Madagascar's Rare Mammals 25 Sep 15 days £6,485

Oct 2025

Indonesia NEW Wildlife of Indonesia with Mike Dilger 6 Oct 18 days £9,995

Falkland Islands 
& South Georgia

Festival of Wildlife Falklands & South Georgia 13 Oct 17 days
£11,250 
(voyage only)

Nov 2025
Madagascar An Island Apart 5 Nov 21 days £11,450

Sri Lanka Blue Whales, Dolphins & Leopards 22 Nov 14 days £3,795

Group Tours Calendar 2024 - 2025
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Long Barn South, Sutton Manor Farm, Bishop's Sutton, 
Alresford, Hampshire, SO24 0AA, United Kingdom

Festival of Wildlife Tanzania  
Our 2024 Festival of Wildlife will be held in the 
vast wildlife-filled plains of the Ngorongoro 
Conservation Area, on the edge of the Southern 
Serengeti - one of the finest wildlife watching 
destinations in the world.

9 Apr 2024 
11 days, from £5,995

Contact us to order our Seasonal, Photography  
Tours and Wildlife Voyages brochures.

Wildlife Holidays
We create outstanding

Over 520 locations worldwide,
handpicked for the best wildlife viewing. 

30 years' experience creating the finest wildlife holidays
Knowledgeable & passionate team of wildlife experts
Dedicated expert-led photography tours
Flexible tailor-made holidays
Small group wildlife trips worldwide
Committed to conservation & responsible tourism
Expert local naturalist guides
24-hour on-call service for peace of mind
100% independent
100% financial protection

01962 302055
sales@wildlifeworldwide.com

wildlifeworldwide.com


